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INTRODUCTION
In one of his letters to the church at Corinth~ the
apostle Paul sets forth as one of the basic facts of the
primitive Gospel that "Christ died for our sins according
to the Scriptures."l In the same passage, he asserts that
it is by this Gospel that men are saved - that iSI that
there is a definite relationship between the death of
Christ and the salvation of men. To define this relation-
ship has been a task that has occupied the thinking of
some of the greatest minds of the ages since the day that
Jesus of Nazareth hung on the cross on Golgotha's hill.
The writers of the New Testament deal with the question
from a Variety of viewpoints. Consequently, practically
every theory of Atonement that has been developed during
the centuries since the close of the apostolic age can
find some Scriptural support.
In dealing with the various theories of Atonement,
one need not feel obligated to embrace anyone of them as
containing the full statement of the truth, while reject-
ing all the others as being'completely false. If, as the
New Testament writers and the Christian church through
the ages have believed, Jesus Christ was more than a mere
Man - if the One who walked by the shores of Galilee bore
II Cor. 15:3
i1
-/
a unique relationship to the Eternal that can be cla~ed
by no other - then His atoning death has an inrinite sig-
nificance, beyond the power of finite-minds to fully
fathom or exhaust., Therefore, one should approach the
study of the Atonement, on the one hand, expecting to
find truth in all the theories that have been developed in
an effort to explain it, and on the other hand, with a
conviction that after all that men have said upon the sub-
ject, much more remains that could be said, and doubtless
shall be as future generations discover new light.
Concerning the question of the importance of this
subject, J. K. Mozley writes:
Now the problem of atonement is of fundamental im-
portance in religion. For if religion involves
the idea ot relationship between man and God, •••
then the problem of atonement is the problem of
the way in which that relationship may still be
regarded as existing, despite certain facts which
appear to affect it adversely. There is a certain
true relationship between man and God; something
happens which destroys or appears to destroy that
relationship; how can that relationship be re-
stored? That is the problem.l
This being so, it is not surprising that the idea of
Atonement is found in some form in nearly every religion,
ancient and modern. And it makes clear why the death of
Christ, viewed as an act vitally connected with the re-
lationship between God and man, holds the place of
prominence which has been accorded to it in the Christian
faith.
lJ.K. Mozley, The Doctrine of the Atonement, (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916), p. 5 .
i1i
In the consideration of this subject, we shall be-
gin with a consideration of the subject-matter which~ at
least in theory, lies at the foundation of all the .views
of Atonement that have been developed: the New Testament
teaching. We shall then devote a chapter to each of the
three main types of theories of the Atonement. These we
may define as the classic or patristic theory, the satis-
faction or Anse~ic theory, and the subjective or exem-
plary theory. A fifth chapter will deal with some of the
modern views that have been expounded by modern scholars.
We shall endeavor in the concluding chapter to draw from
our study some pertinent conclusions regarding the sig-
nificance and the understanding of that bedrock truth ot
the ChristIan Gospel - that Christ dIed for our sins ac-
cording to the Scriptureso
iv
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CHAPTER I
THE ATONEMENT IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
In the consideration of the relative value of t4~
life and the death of Jesus Christ in its relation to
human salVation, one modern scholar concludes that "if'
either can be passed over in a brief statement of Chris-
tian facts, the death cannot be omitted and the life may."l
In leading up to this statement, the author of it makes one
pertinent point clear. Although it is by the sufferings
and death of Christ that we are saved, it is not possible
rightly to separate that death from the antecedent life.
He had been prepared for the crowning act of redemption
amidst the temptations and sufferings of His life. Theo-
logians have distinguished between the "active obedience"
and the "passive obedience" of our Lord, meaning by the
f'ormer expression His life of perfect filial obedience to
the Father, and by the latter His willingness to suffer
the death of the cross. But this distinction is impos-
sible to maintain. Both the active and passive elements
of'His obedi'ence enter into His life at all of' its various
I',
J' ,
stages, and, therefore, like His robe, His ministry, even
to its crovming act of dying, isUwithout seam, woven from
lRobert Mackintosh, Historic Theories of~~9Eement,
(London: Hodder and stoughton Ltd., 1920), p~
1
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the top throughout ..III
It will be our ta.sk in this opening chapter to exam-
ine the New rrestament Scriptures vlith a view to determining
insofar as possible whether the importance that historic
i
i
I
I~
Christianity attaches to the death of Jesus Christ has a
solid basis in the recorded sayings of our Lord Himself,
and in the writings of those who interpreted Him to the
first generation of Christians.. This investigation will
disclose several important facts. In the first place, the
New rrestament writers represent the Atonement of Christ
under various f'orms. They also employ a number of figures
of speech, no one of which, taken by itself, gives an ade-
quate idea of the Atonement. In the second place, it will
be found that there are ideas set forth that cannot be
made to fit into anyone of the various theories of Atone-
ment that have arisen through the centuries. This is not
to say dogmatically that the New 'I'e stamen t conta:tns con-
tradictory views of the significance and meaning of the
death of Christ. These views may be complementary and
supplementary rather than contradictory; for the Atone-
ment is a truth which, like a great diamond, has many
i :.
facets.
The inability to make New Testament statements fit
into a well-ordered "systematic theologyll of Atonement is
"I'
due largely to two causes. One of these is the vitality
of the New Testament me s eage , rrhe experience of first
1John 19:23
t5
century Christians o£ the saving grace of God in Christ
Jesus, as well as the experience of men in every century,
was not a sterotyped form which Came alike to every heart
and every mind. Not everyone has come to know Jesus
Christ in the same way as Saul of Tarsus came to know Him.
Therefore, as the way in which the New Testament writers
interpreted their Lord and His saving work was dependent
upon their individual experiences of His salvation, and
as there was a great variety in those experiences, there
was inevitably a variety in the expressions employed.
Even so, these varying expressions may be properly re-
garded as differing in emphasis onlyo And amidst all
the wealth of' ideas and figures employed, there is a
bond of unity that unites all the New Testament utter-
ances concerning the death of'Christ into at least one
luminous truth: namely, that it is connected in some
vital way with the salvation of'men.
The other reason why all existing theories of Atone-
ment f'ail to fit all the New Tescament statements into
their scheme is that most of' these theories emphasize an
element of truth and are defective in what they omit
rather than in what they assert. In other words, to em-
ploy a familiar courtroom expression. they tell "the
truth rrbut not "the whole truth. It In a very real sense,
the most brilliant of men are very much like a high
school student who by dipping a teaspoonful of'water out
of the ocean and examining it under a microscope seeks to
4set forth a statement describing the entire vast expanse
of the sea with its depths and its eddies. And so~ doubt-
·less~ it will always be as reverent minds seek to appre-
hend ever more fully all the depths to be found in Him who
sad.d, "1 am the e _. Truth 0 "1
The study of New Testament statements concerning the
death of Christ will also reveal the profound influence of
the Old Testament Scriptures in the thinking of both our
Lord and His early followers. Marcion may appear in his
time with his theory of the Demiurge and his antithesis re-
garding the God of creation and the God of redemption; but
to Christ and Paul and Peter and John ..as well as to the
writer of Hebrews ..the God who in the last times spoke to
men by His Son is the same God who at sundry t~es and in
divers manners spoke in times past unto the fathers by the
prophets.2 Although the Christian faith" like new wine
poured into the old wineskins, by its very nature must
burst asunder the narrow bonds of Judaism and flow forth
to all mankind" it is nevertheless eternally in debt to
the Hebrew tradition of which it was regarded as not the
destruction but the fulfillment.
Finally" the careful analysis of New Testament pas-
sages bearing on the Atonement will reveal how contrary to
the facts is the oft-heard assertion that we today; like
the apostles" ought to preach the ttfact" rather than the
lJohn 14:6
2Hebrews 1:1
511theory " of Atonement: that is,, that salvation through
the blood of Christ is a fact to be believed, not under-
stood. Even apart from the teaching of the New Testament,
to attempt to exclude all meaning from the death of Christ
is absurd. Dr. Mullins illuminates this point in the
following words:
No moral or spiritual fact can be a fact for an intel-
ligent being without a meaning. The fact does not be-
come a fact for intelligence apart from its meaningo
A dose of medicine given to relieve physical pain
might do its work without a grasp of its meaning to
the patient. But in the higher realm of spirit fact
and meaning are inseparable. Apart from their mem-
ing religious facts become mere magical agencies.
But that Jesus Christ and those who loved and followed
Him should be content to accept His shameful death as a
mere fact and make no attempt to explain or understand it
is utterly unthinkable. The first generation of Chris-
tians wrestled with the "why" and the "how" of the Atone-
ment; and succeeding generations have rightfully followed
in its wake.
Christ! s .De.a.thinHis Own Tea.ching
We shall begin with the consideration of our Lord's
own thought concerning His death as revealed in sayings
ascribed to Him in the Gospel narratives. At the very
outset of this investigation, we come face to face with
the fascinating question as to whether or not Christ at
the beginning of His public ntnistry, or prior thereto,
anticipated His rejection and death as the culmination of
lE.Y. Mullins, The Christian Religion in its
Docttinal E~ression, (Philadelphia: The Judson Press,
1948 -;-p. ;'05
6His work and the means by which His mission waS to be
brought to a successful conclusion. Men of broad and
reverent scholarship are arrayed on each side in the
controversy over this problem. Those who hold that the
Lord began His ministry with no expectation of His re-
jection can point to strong lines of evidence for their
contention. Dr. Mackintosh sees our supreme reason for
believing that Christ began His ministry without any
certainty of the cross in the fact that He offered the
Gospel of divine mercy to His own people. He raises the
question~ to which a negative answer is regarded as
highly probable, whether the opportunity to embrace the
goodness and grace of God could have been genuinely pre-
sented to the Jews had Christ foreseen from the fjrst His
rejection. He sees in much of our Lord's early teaching
a tone of joyful confidence which is inconsistent with
any a priori assumption that His ministry would produce
the reaction which it did. He concludes that "Jesus be-
gan His work desiring and expecting to be welcomed by His
own people whom He so dearly loved."l
Further evidence to strengthen the argument of
those holding to the above position may be found in the
fact that it was at a somewhat late point in the Gospel
story, viz., after the confession of Peter at Caesarea
Philippi, that Jesus began to teach His disciples about
His approaching death. The exception to this is found in
IHistoric Theories of Atonement, (London: Hodder and
Stoughton Ltd., 1920), P. 46
7our Lord's words about the sons of the bride-chamber,
placed early in the tradition of our Gospels by both Mat-
thew and Luke~ and undoubtedly predicting a tragic death.l
In reply to the question by some of the disciples of John
the Baptist, trWhy do Vie am the Pharisees fast oft" but
Thy disciples fast not'l" Jesus replies that the children
of the bride-chamber cannot mourn as long as the bride-
groom is with them, but that the days will come when the
.bridegroom shall be tiaken from them, and then shall they
fast. Dr. Mackintosh bas four possible solutions to the
problem that this saying presents: that it is either dis-
placed, or an allegorizing gloss, or the passing appre-
hension of a possible sorrowful interruption of bridal
joy, or conditional and not absolute.2 Any of these solu-
tions makes the saying compatible with the idea that,Jesus
began His work expecting to be welcomed and accepted.
The opposing viewpoint, which is ably defended by
Dr. Denney, holds that from at least the beginning of His
public ministry our Lord knew that His mission was to be
accomplished through rejection, suffering~ and death.
Denney sees in the record of the baptism, with the pro-
nouncement of the voice from heaven, proof that the Messi-
anic consciousness in Jesus from the very beginning was one
with the consciousness of the Servant of the Lord. A voice
lMatthew 9:14-15
2Historic Theories of Atonement, (London: Hodder
and stoughton Ltd., 1920), p. 46
I. r 'I''.: '. ,
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from heaven means not a voice ~rom the clouds, but a voice
from God, speaking in familiar Old Testament words, medi-
sted through psalm and prophecy •
It is through the absorption of Old Testament Scrip-
ture that Jesus comes to the consciousness of what He
Is; and the Scriptures which He uses to convey His
experience to the disciples are the second Psalm, and
the forty-second chapter of Isaiah.l
Thus, according to this view, in the mind of Jesus the King
and Son of the Psalmist is at the same time the Servant of
Jehovah of the Prophet. The evidence indicates that Jesus
combined beforehand two lines of antieipation which seem
at ~irst glance so inconsistent with each other, and that
therefore from the very beginning of His public wor-k the
sense of something tragic in His destiny, which might be-
come de~inite in for.m only with time, but in substance was
sure, was present to the mind o~ Jesus. The record of the
temptation, in which the Christ, seeing the two paths that
lie betore Him, chooses that which He knows will set Him
in irreconcilable antagonism to the hopes and expectations
of those to whom He is to appeal, is regarded as further
evidence that our Lord began His ministry with the assur-
~ce that the S~~ering Servant was to be an element in His
Messianic calling.2
One statement ascribed to Christ prior to Peter's
great confession indicates tha't He saw in the experience
of Jonah a prophecy ot His coming death and resurrection.
IJames Denney, The Death of'Christ, (New York:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1911), p. 10
2Ibid., pp. 12-13
.,'~.. ,
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In response to the Pharisees' request that He give them a
sign, Jesus replies that to en evil and adulterous gener-
ation no sign should be given save the sign of the prophet
Jonah: that as Jonah was three days and three nights in
the whale's belly, so should the Son of man be three days
and three nights in the heart of the earth.l This allusion
of our Lord to His death does nothing toward carrying us
into the understanding of ite It suggests that the victory
of Christ lies beyond His death. Some scholars believe
that Jonah represents the nation of Israel emerging as
though by a miracle from the Exile in order to carry out
its mission to the world, and that it is therefore highly
fitting that the allegory of the deEJ,thand resurrection of
the nation should be also the allegory of the death'and
resurrection of the nation's true Representativee2
The beginning of our Lord's explicit teaching con-
cerning His coming death is placed at the same point by
all the synoptics: following immediately upon Peter's
great confession of Him as the Christ.3 "Prom that time
forth began Jesus-to show unto His disciples, how that He
must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of the
elders and chief priests and scribes" and be killed" and
be raised again the third day.1I4 The Gospel records in-
dicate that in a real sense a new epoch in our Lord's
IMatthew 12:38-40
2James Denney, The Death of Christ, (New York:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1911), po 18
3Matthew 16:13-21 ~atthew 16:21
, 'I, J
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ministry had begun. His discourses are not now so much
to the multitudes as to the ~velve. His method is no
longer so much the preaching of the Kingrom as teaching
concerning Himself~ particularly His death. The synoptics
are unanimous in emphasizing the imperative note in His
words: He must go up to Jerusalem and die. What is the
meaning of this "must?" In wha t way did Christ regard
His death as such an urgent necessit,y? Two answers are
given, which are not mutually exclusive~ and both; of
which probably set forth truth.
In the first place" the "must" may be one of out-
ward constraint: His death was inevitable. One with
the spiritual insight of Jesus could scarcely have failed
to read the signs of the times. Doubtless in the martyr-
dom of John the Baptist He perceived a sure indication of
what lay in store for Himself. He must have seen in the
mounting opposition and hostility of the forces arrayed
against Him that they were only waiting their time" which
WaS sure to come sooner or later. Some have said that
Jesus came thus to see that His death was inevitable, and
that He reconciled H~self to it by interpreting it as
something which properly entered into His work and con-
tributed to its suocess. Such an assertion, however,
would not seem to be justified in the light of the faots
presented 1n the Gospels.
The second answer finds 1n the "must" an inward
constraint: His death Was indispensable. As Dr. Denney
,--,.
"11
so aptly points out,
, ./';: The inward necessity which ..Je sus recognized tor His
death was not simply the moral solution which He
had discovered tor the tatal situation in which He
found Himself. An imvard necessity is 1dentical
with the will ot God, and the will of God for
Jesus is expressed", not primarily in outward con-
ditions, but in fhat Scripture which is for Him
the word of Gode
,II ),
If it be true that our Lord found Himself foreshadowed in
". '
.~ I~. i
the forty-second chapter of Isaiah and other Servant pas-
sages, it is incredible that He should tail to apply to
Himself Isaiah liii and Psalm xxii. This being the case,
while it may be admitted that clrcumstSlces made Christ's
death inevitable" the divine necessity for a career of
suffering and death is deduced not from the malignant
necessities by which He is encompassed, but from an in-
ward compulsion: "All things nmst be fulfilled, which
were written •••concerning Me.,,2,~)",.
;''', .
Perhaps the first of the two outstanding statements
of our Lord which give the clearest insight into His OVal
thought of His approaching death is found in the context
wbich records the ~bitious request of James and John,
and Jesus' response to that requeste In this passage ..
after referring to His coming death as a cup which He
shall drink of and a baptism that He is baptized with,
He tells the ten disciples, angry with their two ambi-
tious brethren, that the Son of man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and tic give His life a
lJames Denney" The Death of Christ, (New York:
Hodder and Stoughton, 1911), p. 22
2Luke 24:44
'.
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ransom for many ..l Is it possible to grasp our Lord's
meaning - to know what was in His mind when He spoke of
His life being given as a ransom?
Here once again~ we may doubtless find the most
satisfying explanation of His thought by using as the key
Jesus' thorough acquaintance with the Old Testament Scrip-
tures. The phrase !landgive His life a ransom for many"
may include an echo of the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah,
( .
'where the Suffering Servant is said to bear the sins of
many; 2 but it is more likely indebted chiefly to the
.' .I',.
teaching of the forty-ninth Psalm regarding ransom from
death ..3 The thirty-third chapter of Job may also furnish
a real clue to the mind of Christ.4 If this be true, we
! •• 1'
may regard our Lord's saying in the passage under con-
sideration as showing that He regards the lives of the
many as being somehow under forfeit, and that His own life
was the reDsom price by which tnose to whom these for-
feited lives belonged might obtain them again.
There is to be found in the ransom saying no cer-
tain clue as to whom the r-ansomprice VIas to be paid.
There is not the slightest suggestion that it was paid to
the devil. If the idea that Jesus' saying is shaped by
the forty-ninth Psalm may be pressed to such an extentl
the ransom spoken of must be conceived as given to God.
In a suggestion provocative of serious considerationl
lMatthew 20:20-28
3Psa1m 49:7
2Isalah 53:12
4Job 33:23-24
13
Dr. Mackintosh writes:
It is not easy to say what are the implications o£
Christls words. If we are pressed to define these
more sharply, we might say that ~le moral order of
the univer~e receives the price, and therefore
ultimately God Himself receives it, since by Him
the moral order is shaped and upheld.
As its author readily acknowledges ..these are characteris-
tically modern expressions ..and it would be hard to know
how the early Christian mind would have stated such a
thought.
Further insight into the mind of Christ regarding His
death is to be found in the passages which contain the
sayings at the Last Supper ..especially the words concerning
the Cup. The evidence is very strong at this point that
Jesus regarded His death as sacrificial ..and connected in
some way with the remission of sins. Three Old Testament
i
I references are suggested by the words "My blood of the
I
J covenant:" the record of the covenant-sacrifice in Exodus
xxiv; the New Covenant passage of Jeremiah xxxi., where
forgiveness is emphasized as the new covenant's central
glory; and Zechariah ix. 11. The latter passage is most
likely the starting-point of Christls thought. If this be
correct, it would seem that here at least Jesus is thinking
'of deliverance from bondage. By His death He is to rescue
thosawho are in slavery to the Evil One, although it
should be observed that there is no thought of a "trans-
action" for the benefit of that evil power.
Much more could be said upon the subject of our Lordls
lRobert Mackintosh, Historic Theories of Atonement,
-(London: Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1920) ..p. 52
.,. ,
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own thought of His death. The agony in Gethsemane and the
cry of desertion on the cross doubtless throw more light
upon this sacred matter. But the material we have examined
would seem to justify the following conclusions: (1) that
.'
Jesus, at whatever pOint in His ministry the consciousness
came, regarded His calling as Messianic, and realized that
He was to fulfill that calling through a program of suf-
fering as set forth in the Old Testament Scriptures con-
cerning the Servant; (2) that His death was therefore not
, '.,,
only inevitable because of outward circumstances, but in-
dispensable because of an inward compulsion, identical
with the will of God, to fulfill His divinely-appointed
ministry; and (3) that His death was to be the crowning
act of His service to mankind, by which many forfeited
lives were to be ransomed and the sins of many to be re-
remitted.
The Witness of the Book of Acts
The importance of the ,book of Acts as a witness to
the earliest apostolic preaching with reference to the
death and resurrection of Jesus is widely recognized. Al-
;
it
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though it is a relatively late writing, it shows strong
evidence of being based on early sources. It must be
acknowledged that it contains no theory of Atonement.
There are numerous isolated texts that might be examined
for the light they give on the understanding of Christ's
death in the primitive Christian community; but most of
15
the ideas set forth in these texts may be found in three
important passages: Petel" s Sermons in the second and
third chapters, and Paul's sermon in the thirteenth
chapter.
In Peter's Pentecostal sermon, Cll'ist' s death is
set forth as the fulfillment of a divine purpose. He was
"delivered up by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge
of God."l Why Jesus was "delivered up" is not explained.
Rather, as is the case so uniformly in the earliest
apostolic preaching, the resurrection and exaltation of
our Lord are emphasized. The humiliation accomplished in
death is regarded as a stage in a wider purpose. Dr.
Vincent Taylor summarizes the thought of this passage as
follows:
Whatever the work wrought in death may be, it is
associated with the present activity of Jesus "at
the right hand of God", and especially with the
outpouring of the Spirit. Through death He has
passed to a position of superhuman dignity: "God
hath made Him both Lord and Christ. II Alree.dy in
this discourse it is clear that the dominating
conception is that of the Servant, humiliated in
death and exalted by God in the fulfillment of His
supreme service for men. This claim is valid e~en
thougb the Servant has not yet been mentioned.
In Peter's second sermon, the reference to the Ser-
vent is explicit. Jesus is said to have fulfilled lithe
things which God foreshadowed by the mouth of all the
prophets." The facts of who He is and what He does are
made the basis for the exhortation to repentance found in
this discourse. This implies a close connection between
lActs 2:23
2Vincent Taylor, The Atonement in New Testament
Teaching, (London: The Epworth Press, n.d.), p. 18
16
the suffering and service of Jesus and the facts of human
sin. A hint of the idea upon which later sub~ ctive
theories of the Atonement have been built may be found
in the saying thnt God sent His Son to bless His people in
turning them away from their iniquities.l This would seem
to indicate that a "moral influence" is regarded as at
least a part of the divine purpose in the death of Christ.
In Paul's sermon in the synagogue of Antioch of
Pisidia", Christ 1s presen'Ged as "Saviour." He is identi-
" I
fied with the Messianic Son of the second Psalm. It is
~
I I
through Him that remission of sins is proclaimed. Through
belief in Him everyone who believes is justified from all
things, from which they could not be justified by the law
of Moses. The latter idea is probably "Forgiveness for
everything - which the Law never offered.,,2 The basis of
the proferred blessing is once again seen to be the Lord's
death", and particularly His resurrection.
One other important witness to primitive thought
and belief may be found in Paul's address to the Ephesian
elders" in his reference to "the church of God which He
purchased wi th His own blood. u3 Although this thought is
decidedly Pauline, it is not exclusively so. It is
probably an element in the common Christian belief which
Paul shared with others in the primitive community. It
clearly bears a sacrificial meaning. It decidedly points
, I
... :'
IActs 3:26
2vincent Taylor, The Atonement in New Testament
Teaching", (London: The Epworth Press, n.d.), p. 20
3Acts 20:28
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to an objective element in the Atonement. It plainly im-
plies that the death of Christ must be regarded as .mor-e
than an act calculated to move men to repentance. It re-
veals that there is involved in human redemption a cost to
God; and the death of Christ is the price paid.
In summary, the book of Acts makes it clear that the
earliest preaching is closely related to the teaching of
Jesus. The emphasis in both is upon the fact that the life,
death, and resurrection of our Lord were parts of a divine
plan. Jesus referred to Himself as the stone which the
builders rejected;l and the apostles added to this that
the stone was made Head of the corner, in whose name alone
salvation was to be found.2 Jesus speaks of His blood as
being shed for the remission of sins; the apostles offer
the"remission thus procured to all who believe on Him. It
is true that the early preaching recorded in the Acts
emphasizes-the resurrection and exaltation of Christ rather
than His death. It does not follow from this. that the
crucifixion is regarded as of but minor importance. Rather,
it is the resurrection and exaltation of our Lord~that give
abiding V§~lle to His life and death, and emphasize the
dignity of His Person, upon the basis of which men are
called to repentance and faith in H~.
The Atonement in the Writings of Paul
To state that in the letters of Paul the death of
Christ occupies the central place is merely to express
lMatthew 21:42
2Acts 4:11-12
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that which must be obvious to the one who reads these
letters with an unprejudiced mind. To identify the
thinking of Paul with anyone theory of Atonement is an
utter impossibility. As Mozley expresses it,
When we turn from the primitive Community to the
doctrine of st. Paul, we find ourselves in the
presence of conceptions of such variety and rich-
ness attached to the death of Christ that we are in
constant danger either of paying too much attention
to dialectical minutiae or ot overlooking some point
which may appear trivial to us, but which, for the
Apostle, was of the highest consideration.l .
Yet, in spite of the profundity of his thought, tbere 1s
a certain simpliCity about Paul, and the secret of that
simplicity lies in the fact 'chathis thought never moves
tar from its center" which is the Crosse "God forbid
that I shOUld glory, save in the cross ot our Lord Jesus
Christu2 is the vivid expr-eaa.Lon of ?that the Atonement
meant in the life of this man who found in that cross the
transforming power that made him one of the greatest
Christians of all times.
To deal in a brief survey with all of Paul's thought
concerning the significance of Christ's death is not pos-
sible, but we shall note some of its most significant
features. In the great doctrinal epistle to the Romans,
he devotes the greater portion of the first three chapters
to showing the necessity for redemption in the sinfulness
of men, both Jew and Gentile. Conscience and law have
both failed to make man righteous before God. All the
IJ.K. Mozley, The Doctrine of' the Atonement,. (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916),pp. 65-66
2 •Gal. 6.14
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world is guilty before HiMol Man's plight, resulting in
his desperate need for salvation, is approached from an-
other angle in the fifth Chapter of the Roman letter,
where Paul speaks of the entrance of sin into the world,
and death by sin, through the disobedience of Adam.2 All
of this results in an enmity between God and man, giving
rise to the need for one of the great blessings secured
through the cross - reconciliation. It cannot be main-
tained by any fair method of exegesis that man a.lone needs
to be reconciled in the thinking of Paul. The expression,
ttthewrath of God" is by no means uncommon in his
writings.3 Therefore, the problem that is met in the
death of Christ is that of man's sin, and the inevitable
reaction ,of a holy God toward that sin •
How the death of Christ brings about reconciliation'
and salvation for the sinner is approached froms. great
variety of angles in the Pauline letters. It is regarded
as a propitiation.4 Christ is said to have been made sin
for us;5 and again, to have been made a curse for us.6
His blood - one of Paul's most widely-used expressions -
is said to have obtained redemption and torgiveness,7
peace,8 and justification.9 It scarcely need be said
that Paul has left unanswered many questions that arise in
the mind concerning the exact way in which the death of
IRom. 3:19 2Rom• 5:12 ~om. 1:18
4 Rom. 3:25 5 II Cor. 5:21 BGal• 3:13
7Eph• 1:7 8Col. 1:20 9Rom• 5:9
~
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Christ is to be related to the blessings which flow from
it. There is for st. Paul a penal element in the cross -
a sense in which Cr~ist bore somehow in His suffering the
penalty of human sin. The idea of substitution~ as Mozley
says, is "embedded in st. Paul's writings.,,,l The death of
Christ is regarded by Paul as the great revelation of God's
love for sinners;2 but to make such an idea the sum and
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substance of his doctrine of Atonement is to deal with his
thought in a decidedly partial manner. Another conclusion
that a careful reading of the Pauline letters necessitates
is that the Atonement has both its objective and sub-
jective elements. It is a work of God for man, and it
must, to be effective, produce a response in man.
The preceding considerations will serve adequately
our purpose in the present chapter" which is not to fit
the teachings of Paul or any other New Testament writer
into a concise theory of Atonement, but to show that in
the thinking of the Apostle to the Gentiles, the death of
the Son of God on the cross was the heart of the Gospel
"
f', ;
which he preached with such power, as well as the dynamic
. '
of his unparalleled life of service, and the means by
which the Infinite blessings of God were made available
by faith to all who would believe. To PaUl, every stream
of blessing has its rise at Calvary. All of the radiant
hope that shines forth in his writings has its sole ground
in the shed blood of the Lord Jesus Christ.
IJ .K. Mozley, The Doctrine of the Atonement .., (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916), p. 73
2Rom• 5:8
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The Death of Christ in First Peter
The First Epistle of Peter contains four great pas-
sages dealing with the significance of the death of Christ.
In the second verse of the opening chapter, he speaks of
Christians as elect through the foreknowledge of the
Father and sanctification of the Spirit "unto obedience
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ.ttl In the
eighteenth ver-se of the same chapter" the redemption of
believers from their former vain manner of life is as-
cribedto the precious blood of·Christ" the spotless Lamb.2
In the twenty-fourth verse of the second chapter, it is
said that Christ trbore our sins in His own body on the
tree, that we, being dead to sin, might live unto right-
eousness.1t3 And in the eighteenth verse of the third
chapter, we are told that Christ suffered once for our
sins _ the just for the unjust - that He might bring us
to God. 4 These passages, taken together in their ob-
vious sense, indicate that to Peter, as to Paul, Christ
stood in ,our place, and endured in our inter~st s9mething
which must be done and endured in order that we might
enjoy the blessings of salvation. These passages also
indicate the strong influence of the Old Testament sacri-
ficial system, and the prophecy in the fifty-third
chapter of Isaiah.
Christ's Work in the Epistle to the Hebrews
The Epistle to the Hebrews is devoted more fully to
11 Peter 1:2
31 Peter 2:24
21 Peter 1:18-19
41 Peter 3:18
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the discussion of the work of Christ than is any other
New Testament book. It is unique among the New Testament
writings in setting forth the idea that the work of Christ
is the substance of which the Old Testament priesthood
and ritua.l were the shadow. It emphasizes in a striking
manner the finality of the one sacrifice. It is said that
Christ "by Himself purged our sins;l that He by the grace
of God tasted death for every man;2 that He offered one
sacrifice for sins forever;3 and that by that one offering
"He hath perfected forever them that are sanctified.4 The
writer of Hebrews adds an element that is not found in the
writings of Paul, but is alluded to in the First Epistle
of John5, when he speaks of the present ministry of in-
tercession on our behalf of our great High Priest who has
brought His own blood into the true holy of holies.6
The Atonement in the Johannlne Writings
The last source from which we may derive a conception
of the New Testament understanding of the death of Christ
is the Johannine writings. In the Revela.tion, Christ is
spoken of as the Lamb no fewer than twenty-nine times.
This title, going be.cleas it does to the suffering Servant
of Isaiah fifty-three and possibly to the Passover Lamb as
well, is constituted by the thought of suffering and death.
In the Gospel of John and his First Epistle, there is to be
5I John 2:1
SHab. 10:14
6 7-Heb.· .25
lHeb.l:3
~eb. 10:14
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found no real contradiction to Paul's doctrine or the
death of Christ, but only a difference in emphasis.
There is a significance in the self-revelation of the in-
carnate Son of God through His life and words as well as
through His death that is. not stressed by Paul.. Yet
fOI' all of that, in John's gospel Christ is the "Lamb of
God that taketh away the sin of' the world;"l and He must
be lifted up even as Moses lifted up the serpent in the
Vlilderness" that men may have eternal life.2 It 1s ex-
pedient that one man should die for the people;3 and the
corn of wheat must fall into the ground and die in order
to bring forth f'ruit..4 And in the epistle, it is the
blood of Jesus Christ His Son that cleanseth us from all
sin,,5 and He is the propitiation for the sins of the
whole world.6 Although in the latter passage the reference
is to Christ Himself, it is most natural to regard the
propitiation as flowing from Christ in His death.
The brief survey we have completed of the thought
of Chri~t and His earliest followers regarding His death
would seem to clearly justify the great significance that
has been attached to it by each succeeding generation of
Christians. Strikingly absent from the New Testament
writings is the slightest hint that the rejection and
crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth were unforeseen tragedies
unrelated to the purpose of God. It is true that apologetic
lJohn 1:29
4John 12:24
2John 3:14-15
51 John 1:7
3John 11:50
6r John 2:2
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needs impelled the Apostles to find in the death of their
Master the eternal purpose, and to connect it with the
forgiveness of sins. But this is no adequate explanation
of something so living and dynamic as the Christian Gospe1o
It must be connected with the inner experience of.peace and
joy and the assurance of forgiveness which were 59
characteristic of the members of the early Church. And
the words of our Lord Himself I as well as the writings of
those who experienced the power of His saving grace, show
that the death of Jesus Christ for our sins is one of the
great pillars of the faith once delivered.
It would be difficult to.find in so feV[words a
finer statement· than that with which Dr. Mozley concludes
his discussion of the New Testament interpretation of the
death of Cbriste He writes:
Through the New Testament runs one mighty thought:
Christ died for our sins; He bore what we should
have borne; He did for us what we could not have
done for ourselves; He did for God that which waS
God's good pleasure. Apart from thif there is no
New Testament doctrine of .salvation.
lJ.K. Mozley, The Doctrine of the Atonement, (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1916), p. 93 .
CHAPTER II
THE CLASSIC THEORY OF THE ATONE1mNT
Until recent years, it has been the traditional
view of the history of the idea of the ffi.tonementthat the
early church had no developed doctrine, and that the con-
tributions of the patristic period to theology 'lie in an-
other direction. The interest during the latter period
was more concerned with the question of the Person of
Christ and the nature of the Trinity than with the inter-
pretation of His death. The real beginnings of a thought-
out doctrine ot the Atonement, according to the traditional,
view, are not to be found until Anselm of Canterbury.
Anse~'s doctrine, regarded as the objective view of the
Atonement, and the view associated with Abelard, which
may be called the subjective theory, have been considered
,
the two types, each with several modified for.ms,which
have struggled to dominate the thinking of Christendom
during the last several centuries.
Some of today's outstanding scholars in this field
have come to regard this traditional account as being un-
I
satisfactory. One such soholar is Dr. Gustaf Aulen, Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology in the University of Lund,
Sweden. In his historical study of the doctrine of the
Atonement, this distinguished professor, who is regarded
25
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as the foremost dogmatic theologian of the Swedish Church,
writes of the generally accepted view:
My work on the history of Christian doctrine has led
me to an ever-deepening conviction that the tradi-
tional account of the history of the idea of the
Atonement is in need of thorough revision. ~~e sub-
ject haa" indeed, received a large share of attention
at the hands of theologIans; yet 1t haa been in L1any
important respects seriously misinterpreted. It is
in the hope of making some contribution to tnis
e&rne$tly needed revision that this work has been
undertaken. 1
The important and original contribution of this work
is its strong delineation of that view of the Atonement
which 1s summed up in such phrases a.s"Christu8 Victor"
and "God Vias in Christ reconciling the world to Himself ell
IThis view" in Dr. Aulen's thinking" sets the Incarnation
in direct connection with the Atonement" and proolaims
~hat it 1s God Himself who in Clwist has delivered mankind
from the power of evil. Concerning it, he writes:
This type of view may be described provisionally as
the "dramatic." Its central theme is tho idea of
the Atonement as a Divine conflict and victory;
Christ _ Chrlstus Victor - fights against and tri-
umphs over the evil powers of the world, the "tyrants"
under which mankind is in bondage and suffering, and
in Him God reconciles the world to H1mself.2
/Although Dr. Aulen exercises a scholarly restraint,
it in clearly apparent that he regards the views of the
Greek fathers concerning the nature of the Atonement as
not only a well-defined system rather than the raw mater-
ials out of which later theories were developed, but also
IGUBtaf Aul:n, Christus Victo~~ trans. by A. G.
Herbert, (London: society of the Sacred Mission, 1950)"
p. 17
2Ibid., p. 20
~as the viewpoint of the New Testament and the early church.
He attempts to see behind the somettmes crude and - to the
modern mind - often revolting figures employed to set
forth the ransom theory the underlyLng truth: that tIle
powers of evil# whether regarded impersonally as mortality
or death, or personif1ed in the devL1J have a rightful
claim upon man, and that God is therefore bound to effect
man's rescue not by sheer power, but by actually paying a
ransom price to the host1le forces. He regards both the
Anselmic and subjeotive theories as departures from the
characteristic New Testament viewpotnt, and sees in
Lutller's doctrine of Atonement the revival of the Biblical-
patristic pOSition, which was unfortunately not followed by
Lutheran theologians. It may be genuinely hoped that his
pioneering work may lead to a re-study and re-evaluation of
the patristic theologians, resulting in a deepened appre-
ciation of their contribution to the understanding of the
work of our Lord.
To examine the writings of a considerable number of
the Greek fathers would involve a procedure that would lead
astray from our main purpose of seeking to grasp the lead-
ing views of Atonement as set forth in the writings of a
few whose ideas may be regarded in a general sense as
characteristic. We therefore pass by severallvriters of
recognized high quality to devote our study to two men who
were outstanding in the formulation of the classic idea of
the Atonement - Irenaeus and Athanaaius. In so doing, it
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1s fitting that, before proceeding to this task, it should
be acknowledged that the idea ot the death ot Christ as a
ransom paid to the devil in exchange tor the souls of men~
forfeited by sin, was first clearly taught by Origene To
him belongs the credit for this widely-held explanation 01'
the question "to \vhom was the ransom paid?"
Irenaeus asks the question, "For what purpose did
Christ come down from heaven?" and answer-a , "That He
might destroy sin, overcome death, and give lite to man."l
He elaborates on this in the following passage:
Man had been created by God that he might have life.
If now, having lost life, and having been harmed by
the serpent, he were not to return to lifo, but were
to be wholly·abandoned to death, then God would have
been defeated, and the malice of the serpent would
have overcome Godls will. But since God is both in-
vincible and magnanimous, He showed His magnanimity in
correcting man, and in proving all men, as we have
said; but through the Second Man He bound the strong
one, and spoiled his goods, and annihilated deathl
bringing life to man who had bocome subject to death.
For Adam had became the devil's possession, and the
devil held him under his power, by having wrongfUlly
practised deceit upon him, and by the offer of immor-
ta11ty made him subject to death. For by promising
that they should be as gods, which did not lie in his
power, he worked death in them. ~lherefore he who had
taken man captive was himself taken captive by Godl
and man who had been taken captive was set free from
the bondage of condemnation.2
The main idea set forth in this passage is clear.
The work of Christ is regarded first and foremost as a
Victory over the powers which hold mankind in bondage:
lIrenaeus, Adversus Haereses" llle" 18. 7, "quoted in
Gustaf Aulen" Christus Victor, trans. by A. G. Herbert,
(London: Society of the Sacred Mission, 1950), p. 35
2Adversus Haereses" III., 23. 1, quoted 1n Ibid.,
pp. 35-36
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sin, death, and the devil... These are objective powers"
whose rule is brought to an end, and from whose dominion
men are set free, through the victory of Christ. It is
apparent from the study of Irenaeus that the Incarnation is
emphasized in his theology rathe:r than the Atonement; but"
~as Dr~ Aulen points out,
It is no more trtte to say that all depends on the In-
carnation apart from the redemptive work than it would
be to make all depend on the work apart from the Incar-
nation. To make an opposition between the two is alto-
gether to miss the point8 In Irenaeus' thought, the
Incarnation is the necessary preliminary to the atoning
work, because only God is able to overcome the powers
which hold man in bondage, and man is helpless •••Thus
the answer which Irenaeus 8ives to the question "Cur
Deus homo?" is simple and transparently clear; there is
no trace of the cleavage between Incarnation and Atone-
ment which appears in Ansenn.l
The most comprehensive theolog~cal idea of Irenneua
is the "recapitulatio" - the restoring and the perfecting of
the creation. The central element in this conception is the
Divine victory accomplished in Christ. This recapitulation
does not end with Christ's triumph over the hostile powers
which had held mankind in bond~e, but continues in the
work of the Spirit in the Church. This point shows that
Irenaeua' doctrine of salvation is not so naturalistic as
some have supposed. He writes;
They that fear God, and believe in the advent of His
Son~ and by faith establish in their hearts the Spirit
of God, such are justly called menl and spiritual, and
alive Ullto God, who have the Spirit of the Father, who
cleanses man and exalts him to the life of God.2
IChristus Victor, trans. by A.G_ Herbert, (London:
Society of the Sacred Mission, 1950), pp. 36-37
2Adversus Huereses, V., 9. 2, quoted in Ibid., p. 38
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It bas been widely asserted that Irenaeus, in common
with other Eastern theologians, places little emphasis upon
sin, for the reason that salvation is regarded as a be-
stowal of life rather than of forgiveness, and as a victory
over mortality rather than over sin. In the opinion of Dr.
IAulen, this assertion is quite ~sleading. He quotes from
another writer a discussion, written primarily with refer-
ence to the Eastern Church in general, which may be applied
equally to Irenaeus:
Salvation from what? From sin or from death? Western
theologians like to put this contrast,. end claim that
the Orthodox put death in the foreground instead of
sin. But this is scarcely true. Orthodoxy is quite
inclined, it is true, to conceive of original sin as
the result of the first sin, and death as the reward of
sins; yet, as has been said, empirically one is not
separated from the other; where sin is, there 1s death
also, and vice vcrsa •••To the Orthodox the question
"Why salvation?" is very clear: in order to be free
from sin and death, in order to break down the wall of
partition between God and men, to enter into inner fDd
complete communion with God, to be at one with H~.
This close association of sin and death is characteristic
of Irenaeus, and therefore there can be in his teaching no
essential opposition between the two.
Though the idea of the triumph of Christ over the
devil is found frequently in his works, it is not empha-
sized by Irenaeus as it is with some of the later Greek
fathers. Hints of the idea of the deception of the devil
may be founde But more prominent is the element of justice
in Christ's victory over the devil. In a characteristic
passage, he writes:
lstephen Zankow, Das o~thodoxe Christentum des Ostens,
trans. by Donald A. Lowrie, (London: 1929), pp. 49-50,
quoted in f£!£., p. 39
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He who is the almighty Word, and true man, in re-
deeming us reasonablYt by His blood, gave Himself as
the ransom for those who had been carried into cap-
tivity. ~d though the apostasy had gained its
dominion over us unjustly I and, when we belonged by
nature to almighty God, had snatched us away contrary
to nature and made us its own disciples, the Word of
God, who is mighty in all things, and 1n nowise lack-
ing in the justice which is His, behaved with justice
even towards the apostasy itself; and He redeemed
that which was His own, not by violence (as the apos-
tasy had by violence gained dominion over us at the
first, insatiably snatching that which was not its
own), but by persuasion, as it was fitting for God to
gain His purpose 'by persuasion and not by use of vio-
lence; that so the ancient creation of God might be
saved from perishing, without any infringement of
justice.1 '
This statement expresses the righteousness of God's act of
redemption from two different angles. In the first place,
the devil is a usurper, whose claim upon mankind was ob-
tained by fraud gnd violence, and should ~herefore justly
be defeated and driven out. But, in the second place, the
apostasy of mank1n~ involves guilt, and man ,deserves to lie
under the devills power. Therefore God deals according to
justice even with the devil, and Christ gives Himself as a
ransom paid to the devil tor mgnls deliverancee
The second of the Greek fs.thers to whom we shall give
some attention as making an outstanding contribution to the
classic' idea ot the Atonement, particularly through his
work "De Incarnatione Verbi Dei," is Athanasius. The
central ideas found in Irenaeus reoccur in his teaching,
but he has his ovm distinctive approach to the problems
discussed.
lIrenaeus, Adversus Haereses, IV., 41. 2, quoted in
Ibid., p. 43
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Basically 1 Viemay say that the anSVlerto the question
as ~o why the Word of God pecame 1ncarnate is to be found
as the solution to a dilemma, in the thinking of Athanasius.
In other wordsl the Incarnation was made necessary by tho
fall. Man, created in the image of his Oreator, had trans-
gressed the commandment of God, thus permitting the en-
trance of sin and death into the world. Mankind was sinking
further and further into the bondage and corrUption that re-
sulted from his tall. What, then> was to be done? Apart
trom the l'lorlcof redemption through the Incarnation, only
two equally unthinkable courses ~ere open. God might let
men live as though the tall had never taken place. But
this would involve His being untrue to His own word, tor He
had declared that tor sin man must die. Or, He might Per-
mit that which had once shared in the being of the Word to
sink again into non-existence through corruption.
All things were becoming corru.pt:what was God 1s good-
ness to do? Sufter corruption to reign over them?
~v.hy then was man created? For weakness would be
attributed to God if His work failed under His very
eyes •••Therefore man could not be left in corruption.1
Athanasius then proceeds to a problem which has been
occupying the thinking of many theologians in every age.
The question, briefly stated, is why God cannot restore man-
kind to life by simply requiring repentance. Athanasius
gives the following answer: The consistency of God's essen-
t1al attributes must not be sacrificed for man's profit. To
demand repentance for the transgression would merely cause
lAthanasius, De Incarnatione Verbi Dei, trans. by
T. H. Bindley, (London: Religiou~ Tract SOCiety, n.d.),p. 23
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cessation from sin; it would neither satisfy the law that
demanded death, nor amend a fallen nature. This answer, it
Inay be noted in passing, indicates the absence of any suCh
doctrine of total depravity as that which later became so
prominent in the theology of Augustine and Calvin. The
possibility of repentance or oessation f·romsin does not
exist in fallen nature, accordlng to the later doctrine.
But such does not seem to be the case in the thinking of
Athanasius.
Now, if corruption had not followed from sin, repen-
tance might have availed. But since death and corruption
had been incurred, men had lost the grace of God's image,
and stood in need of re-creation by their Creator, the Word
Himself. No one but the Creator could re-create. He alone
could worthily guard the consistency of God's essential
attributes. He alone could re-create everything. He alone
could satisfy the dem~ds of the law by suffering for all.
So the eternal Word took a body similar to ours, prepared
in the womb ot a pure and spotless virgin, and offered this
body as a sacrifice on behalf of all. By this offering we
are restored to incorruption, and death is abollaned tor-
ever by His resurrection.
Athanasius then goes on to show how we are freed
from death by the Incarnation. And the terminology that he
employs cuts away any ground for the idea that the Incar-
nation itself, apart trom the Atonement, is the signifi-
cant feature of his theory. His argument runs thus: The
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Word perceived that death could be abolished only by the
death of all. Being incapable of death Himself, He took a
body capable or death~ and in it made a sufficient death
for aIle He, by His death, satisfied all that was re-
quired by virtuo of the fact that ill are united with Him;
and because of our solidarity with Him and with one an-
other we are all clothed with His immortality, and death
no longer has any power over USe As the presence of an
emperor in a city preserves it from attack, so the pres-
ence of the Word in human nature has put an end to the
plots of our enemies and the corruption of death. Two
characteristic thoughts stand out in this argument: the
idea of the Atonement as consisting primarily in the vic-
tory of Christ over the hostile powers which held mankind'
in bondage, and the conception of Christ's unity with the
race. as being the outstanding f~ature of His saving worke
Vlhile it would be going too far to say that the Saviour's
death is only an incidental part ot Athanasius' theory of
Atonement, it is true that to him the death of Christ is
not the sole reason for the Incarnation, but rather its
value lies chiefly in the fact that it completes the
identification of the Word with the race.
Another problem with which Athanasius deals at some
length is the .question as to why Christ must die. He asks
first why He did not choose to die privately and in a more
honorable way, and answers that He, being the Life and
Strength, could not die from sickness or weakness. As to
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why He must die at all" it is because it was for that very
reason that He crone,and by His death cames our resur-
rection. FUrther, Athanasius asks why Christ died at the
hands of others, and tells us that as He came to die for
manklnd, His death ought to come from others, and not from
Himself. In Athanasius' view, although the body of Christ
was mortal, by its union with the Word it was rendered in-
capable of natural death; therefore, His death must be
either self-inflicted or brought about by otherse His
death must be a public death before witnesses because this
was necessary for the assurance of the doctrine of the
resurrection. He did not choose the manner of His death,
because i~ might have been said: had He done so, that He
had power only over the particular form at death which He
shOuld hevo choseno
The three reasons given for the appropriateness of
the cross as the means of Christ's death afford an in-
sight into Athanasiust use of the Scriptures. He gives as
his first reason that in order to remove the curse from
us, He must die the death to whlch the curse was atta.ched.
This has reference to the words of Paull quoted from
Deuteronomy.2 In the second place, only on the cross
could He stretch forth His hands to summon and to unite
together Jew and Gentile. As a proof-text for this idea,
he refers us to the words of our Lord" "And II if I be
lifted up from the earth" will draw a.11men'unto Me.,,3
laal. 3:13 2neut. 21:23 3John 12:32
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Finally, only on the cross could He die in mid-air, thus
overcoming the devil, the prince of the alr~ in his own
region, thereby purifying the al~, and making a new way
for us up into heaven.
The reason why Christ rose from the dead the third
day is also answered very carefully. He did not raise His
body on the same day as His death lest His real death
should be denied; nor on the second day, lest His incor-
ruption should not be clearly manifested; nor later than
the third day, lest there should be a question as to the
identity of His body, and lest He should keep His dis-
ciples in suspense too long, and the witnesses of His
death should be dispersed, and the memory of it faded.
The terror or death is removed for the Christian
through the victory won by Christ. It has been abolished
by the Saviour, and the resurrection is the proof of this
fact. And the evidence for the resurrection is seen in
the miracles of grace~ the withdrawal of the Gentiles from
idolatry, and the moral reformation of men. These things
are the work of One who lives; for activity belongs only
to the living.
The question once again presents itself, as was the
case in the consideration of the doctrine of Irenaeus, as
to whether it may be truly said that Athanasius and his
successors emphasise the thought of deliverance from
death at the expense of that of deliverance from sin.
The answer would seem to be that Athanasius regards sin
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not only as the cause of the cor~lption from which men
need to be saved, but as being identical with it. Chris t
came in order that He might break the power of sin over
human llle.. He carne "that He might set all free from sin
and the curse of sin, and that all might evermore live in
truth, free from death, and be clothed in incorruption and
immortali ty. III So" 'while admittedly the forgiveness of
sin is not proclaimed with the power which was evidenced
in the message of the Reformers, it had its rightful place
in the theology of the Greek fathers, in which the thought
of the triumph of life and the overcoming of mortality is
intimately connected with the breaking of sin's power.
Before coming to the summary of the essential
features of the classic theory of Atonement, it will be
vlell to deal briefly wi th that aspect of the teaching of
the fathers which has provoked the most widespread criti-
cism, namely" their treatment of the dealings of Christ
with the devil. IDr. Aulen seeks to relieve this problem
of some of its darker aspects by attempting to penetrate
through the imagery used to describe these dealings to the
underlying thought that it is intended to express. Thus I
the whole group of ideas - the semi-legal transaction with
the devil" the payment of the ransom price, and the idea
of the deception of the devil, are endeavors
to show that God does not stand, as it were, outside
the drama that is being played out",but Himself takes
part in it" and attains His purpose by internal" not
by external, means; He overcomes evil" not by an al-
mighty fiat, but by putting in something of His own,
1~ Athanasius, Against the Arians, quoted in Gustaf
Aulen, Christus Victor, trans. by A.G. Herbert, (London:
Society of the Sacred Mission, 1950), p. 60
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through a Divine self-oblation.l
The legal imagery used to describe the transaction with
the devil is intended to express the idea that God's
dealings even with the powers ot evil have the character
of fair play. With regard to the devil'a rights, the
underlying idea is the responsibility of man for his sin,
and that the judgment whioh rests on mankind is a
righteous judgment. And as for the deception ot the
devil, the thought that lies behind the seemingly fantas...
tic speculations is that the power of evil over-reaches
itself when it comes in conflict with the power of God.
"It loses the battle at the moment when it seems to be
vletorious,,,2 These rationalizations may do tor a modern
thiwcer who regards the classiC theory as the true Chris-
tian view of Atonement; but whether they fairly represent
the actual viewpoints of the Greek fathers is a highly
questionable matter, which can never be either proven or
dlaproven.
In conclusion, it will be useful to sum up briefly
the essential features of the classiC theory of Atonement.
In the first place, the work of Atonement is regarded as
carried through by God Himself. This is true not only in
the sense that God initiates the plan of salvation, but
also that He is the effective Agent in the redemptive work
from beginning to end. This marks a sharp distinction
lGustaf Aul:n, Christua Victor" trans •.by A. G.
Herbert, (London: soc1etyof the Sacred Mission, 1950),
p. 70
2Ibid., p. 71
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between the classic and the Anselmic views. In the former"
the work of Atonement or reconciliation is a continuous
Divine work; in the latter~ although the act of Atonement
has i~s origin in God's will, 1t is in its carrying-out an
offering made to God by Christ as man and on man's behalf.
Therefore, it may be called a discontinuous Divine work. It
is the Word of God incarnate who overcomes the tyrants that
hold man in bondage. This involves no antithesis between
Incarnation and Atonement, but rather regards them as be-
longing 1nseparably together. God's love removes the sen-
tence that rested upon mankind, end creates a new relation
between the human race and Himself, far d1fferent from any
idea 01' justif1cation by legal righteousness. The whole
dispensation is the work of grace.
Mankind, that had fallen into captivity, is now by
God's mercy delivered out of the power of them that
held them in bondage. God had mercy upon His creat1on,
and bestowed upon them a new salvation through His
Word, that is, Christ, so that men might learn by
experience that they cannot attain t£ incorruption of
themselves, but by God's grace only.
In the second place, this view of the Atonement has a
dualistic background. The fOrces 01' eVil, which are hos-
tile to the Divine will, are real. These forces - sin,
death, and the dev1l - so far as their sphere 01' influence
extends, bring about enmity between God and the world. The
work of Atonement is depicted in dramatic terms, as a con-
flict with the powers of evil issuing in a triumph over
IIrenaeus~ Adversus Haereses~ V., 21.3, quoted inIbid., p. 51
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them. It is interesting to note in this connection that
Paul counts the Law wnong the powers which hold mankind in
bondage. The reason tor this is not to be found chiefly
in the fact that the Law condemns sin, but rather that the
way of legal righteousness which it demands can never lend
to salvation and lite. Like the way of human merit, it
leads, not to, but away from, God. Through Christ the Law,
as an enemy, is also overoome.
Thirdly, beoause of the dualistic background of the
classic theory of Atonement, there is a double-sidedness
which makes God not only the Reconciler but also the
Reconciled. Not only does the world now stand in a new
relation to God, but God stands in a new relation to the
world. In the very act in whiCh He reconciles the world
unto Himself, His enmity is taken away.
Finally, although the Atonement is regarded by the
fathers as being Godls own saving work, they do not lose
sight of the fact that it is carried out in and through
man. The Incarnation involved the entrance of Deity into
human flesh, and the fulfillment of God's saving work was
accomplished under the conditions of human nature. "Since
by man crone death, by man oame also the resurrection of
the dead.tll In holding fast to the true manhood of
Christ, the Greek fathers expressed the truth which later
humanistic doctrine expressed by speaking of Christ as
"Representative Man.1I
II Cor. 15:22
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judgment on the correctnes3 of this opinion. Suffice it
to say now that some of the ideas contained in this view
undoubtedly form one facet in this great gem of trutho
CHAPTER III
THE SATISFACTION THEORY OF THE ATONEM.ENT
The beginnings of that theory of the Atonement
'7hich roached its fullest development ·in Anselm of Canter....
bury, although intimations of it may be found in earlier
writings, may be traced to the views of Tertullian and
Cyprian. "Tertullian prepares the building materials;
Cyprian begins to construct out of them a doctrine of the
Atonement."l In '.fertullianmay be found the fundamental
conceptions of satisfaction and merit, both of which apply
to penance. satisfaction is regarded as the compensation
which a man makes for hiS fault.
How absurd it is to leave the penance unperfor.med,
and yet expect forgiveneSs of sinsl What is it but
to fail to pay the price, and, nevertheless, to
stretch out the hand for the benefit? The Lord has
ordained that forgiveneSs is to be granted for this
price: He wills that the remission of the penalty is
to be purchased for the payment which penance makca.2
Thus penance may be described as satisfaction; it is the
acceptance of a temporal penalty to escape eternal loss.
The idea of merit is associated with the performance
of that which is commanded. In its special sense the term
..
IGustaf Aul;n, Ch~icto~, tr~1S. by A. G.
Herbert, (London: soCfety ot the Sacred Mission, 1950),
p. 97 2Tertullian, De Paenitenti~, 6, quoted in ~.
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is applied to acts v/hichare "supererogatoria" - going be-
yond what is strictly of obligation. In Tertullian's view,
such acts include fasting, voluntary celibacy, and martyr-
domo It is thus possible for men to earn a surplus of
merit. Dr. Mackintosh sets forth the basio premises of
this idea in the following words:
Merit creates a Plus; satisfaction obliterates a
Minus •••T.hewhole system presupposes that man can put
God into his debt. If man has previous~y incurred
debt to God by acts of sin, his newly achieved good
works or meritoriOUS sufferings liquidate the Minus&
If he has a clean slate at the time, his new merit
stands as a Plus. if he bas a credit balance, the
balance is swelled.
Tertulliants legal outlook naturally led him to
emphasize the necessity of reparation when an offence has
been committed; and he readily transferred the idea from
law to theology. In both Tertullian and cyprian, satis-
faction and lneritare applied to the repentance and good
deeds of men rather than to the work of Christ.. It is im-
portant to observe the evolution of the penitential theory
in Catholic theology. It arose largely as a result of the
problem of forgiveneSS for sins of the Christian. The
original forgiveness had come to be regarded as being be-
stowed at the time of baptism. But what about post-
baptiamal sins? Tertullian gave an immense impulse to the
disciplinary regulation of such sins. And the Catholic
system slowly developed toward a sacrame:nt'of penance,
with three finally recognized ingredients: contrition,
IHlstorlc Theories of Atonement, (Londori:~Hodder and
Stoughton Ltd., 1920), p. 102
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auricular confession ..and satisfaction. Thus, as Dr..Mack-
intosh points out,
Out of these disciplinary conceptions, in course of
timo, interpretations of the Atonement were to be dravlno
Not the first and greatest forgiveness",but the secon-
dary forgiveness of average sin~3ta1ned Christian lives,
came to afford what passed as s. clue to the vJOrlt: ot
Christ" the supreme manifestation of the grace of God.l
It is clearly apparent from this that the Anselmic
theory of the Atonement grew up on the basis of ~le peniten-
tial system. "The Latin idea of penance provides the suffi-
cient explanation of the Latin doctrine of the Atonement.u2
The root idea is that man must make a payment or an offering
to satisfy God's justice; and this idea comes 1n the doc-
trine of Anselm to be the explanation of the work of Christo
From this we observe two distinguishing facts regarding the
satisfaction theory: it is essentially legalistic, and it
emphasizes as basiC in the work of Christ that which He does
as man in relation to God. In this we may see quite clearly
the difference between this theorl and that which we con-
sidered in the preceding chapter. In the latter theory, the
Atonement is regar4ed largell from the standpoint of God
Himself entering into conflict with the powers of evil and
subduing them by paling, through His Son, the ransom pricee
In the satisfaction theory, we see Christ paying to God the
debt which man by his sin had incurred, thereby satisfying
the Divine justice. The death of Christ becomes His
lIbid., pp. 98-99
2Gustaf Aultn, Christus Victor, trans. by A. G. Her-
bert, (London: societl of the Sacred Mission, 1950), p. 98
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satisfaction on behalf of man; or rather~ on behalf of the
elect; portion of hwnanity. .An.d through His obedience a
surplus of merit is available to mane Thus the ideas of
satisfaction and merit serve to explain the sacrifice of
Christ ,from the Anselmie 'Viewpoint.
Anselm's theory of Atonement is set forth in his
great Vlork" CUI' Deus Homq? ..."Why was God made Man?" The
varying viewpoints of modern thinkers regarding this book
and its ar81ll11entmay be seen from the statements at which
we shall briefly look. J. K. Mozley writes:
If anyone Christian work, outside the canon of the New
Teotament, may be described as "epoch-making,," it is the
Cur Deus Homo? of Anselm. It has affected" though in
different degreeS" and by way now of attraction" now of
repulsion, all soteriological thought sinee his time •••l
Professor Denney pays tribute to it as "the truest and
greatest book on the Atonement that has ever been wrltten.u2
In Harnack's judgment, "no theory so bad had ever before
his da.y been given out as ecclesiastical.tr3 And to Dre
Stevens, "it would be diffIcult to name any prominent
treatise on Atonement, whose conception of sIn is so essen-
tially unethical and superficial.u4 These statements indi-
cate the high quality of st. Anselm's work by showing in a
,,,,
lThe Doctrine of the Atonement, (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons" 1916), p. 125
2Ibid., p. 126, quoting James Denney, The Atonement
and the Modern Mind.
3Ibid., quoting A. Harnack, History of D0S!9..
4Ibid., quoting G. B. stevens" The Christian Doctrine
of Salvation.
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strilcing manner how difficult a task it seems to be for
modern scholarship to take an objective~ neutral attitude
toward it. It richly deserves to be regarded as the typioal
expression of the theory whiCh it sets forth.
The treatise is written in dialogue form, in which
Boso" the pupil representing people with difficultiesp or
eVen unbelieversl asks questions, which Anselm answers. It
is divided into two bookS.
~le first of these oontains certain objections of un-
believers who reject the Christian faith because they
think it contrary to reaSon, with the answers of the
faithful; and finally; setting Christ aside, (as
though He had never been) proves by logical arguments
that it i3 impossible tor any man to be saved without
Him.In a like manner, in the second book, (as though nothing
were knovm of Christ), it is shown no less plainly by
reason and in truth, that human nature was made to this
end, that at some time man in his completeness" i.e." in
body and soul" should enjoy a blessed immortality; and
that it is necessary that" what man was made for, to
that he should come; but that only by one who is man
and God" and by necessity br all which we believe of
Christ" could this be donee '
The question from which Anselm'S treatise takes its
title, stated a bit more tully ..is "By what necessity and
for what reason bath God, being omnipotent, assumed, in
order to its restoration, the humiliations and weakness of
hwuan nature'lu2 One of the most winsome features of the
book 1s the attitude of reverent humility with which its
author undertakes the exposition of the sacred subject with
which he deals. He is reluctant to attempt to answer the
question whiCh his pupil propoundS. He fears lest the
.'?r~
J
1st. Anselm, CUr Deus Homo? (London: Griffith Farran
Okeden & Welsh, n.d.), pp. xxvii-xxviii
2Ibid., p. 2
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inquirer, failing to find satisfaction in his answer,
should conclude that the actual truth did not existl rather
than that his intellect was unable to grasp it. Further-
more, to discuss the subject adequately, some clear con-
ception of power, necessity, will, and other things
connecbed with it , are essential. Therefore, he ap-
proaches the task not SO much to show to seekers that which
they seek, as to seek it wi~h them.
There is a striking similarity in the manner in which
Anselm wlswers his first great question to the way in which
Athanasius expla1nsit. The question as to why God shoul~
become man and suffer for human sin, in the thinking of
both of these venerable theologians, is answered by the
fact that otherwise the human race would have utterly Per-
ished, rundit was not fitting that the intentions of God
for man should be frustrated. Anse~ adds to this asser-
tion the idea that God'S design could not have been carried
out unless the human race had been delivered by the Creator
Himsell. The reason for thiS is that-man would rightly be-
long to whatever other person should save him from eternal
death, and in such a case, he could not possibly be re-
stored to that place of dignity which he would have filled
had he not sinned, since he whO waS created to be the ser-
vant of God only would be the slave of one who was not God.
A second weighty question with which Anse1m wrestles
is why on omnipotent God could not have redeemed man by a
word~ as He created h1m~ especially in view of the fact
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that the devil had no just right against man, and therefore
no ransom need be paid to the devil. It is at this point
that the cleavage between this and the older theory be-
comes apparent. Anselm clearly holds that the devil has no
just right against m911. He writes:
And I think that those who.deem that the devil ha.s SOMe
right to dominion over men are drawn to this opinion
because they see men justly subjected to annoyance by
the devil" and God permitting this with justice; and
thence they infer that the devil inflicts it justly•••
So the devil is in this way said to harass man with
justice, since God justlY permits it, and man suffers
it justly; but man is not said to suffer it justly be-
cause of the justice of the infliction; only on account
of his being punished by the just judgment of God.l
Therefore, if the idea of a ransom to the devil must be dis-
carded, why should God will to redeem mankind by the shrune-
lul Buffering of His Son? And was it right that Christ
should die?
Anselm begins hiS gnawer to this problem by re-
treating into the Divine sovereignty. Godls will ought to
be a sufficient reason for us when He does anything, even
if we do not see why He so willS; for His will is never un-
reasonable. If it seems unreasonable that the Highest
should stoop to such indignities~ or the omnipotent do
aught by 80 great effort, we must understand that while the
Divine nature 18 impassible, and incapable of being brought
down from its exaltation, and needs not to use effort to
accomplish that which it wills, the Lord JesuS Christ is
true God Qa well as true Man. So the humility and in-
firmity which we say that God endured had reference to the
,
J
J
1Ibid.1 pp. 10-11
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human rather than to the Divine nature. If it be further
objected that it is unjust to oondemn the innocent in
order to let the guilty go free, the reply is that God the
Father neither compelled Christ to die, nor permitted Him
to be slain, unwilling; but rather He bore His death by
His own free will that He might save mankind. And to the
further question as to whether it was right that the inno-
cent die for the guilty, even though willingly, Anselm
says that since if man had not sinned, it would not have
behoved God to require him to die, God did not compel
Christ, in whom was no sin, to die, but rather He of His
own will, bore death not from any obligation to give up His
life, but because of the obligation He was under to fulfill
righteousness. so death was inflicted on Him because He
~i,
.'•I,..
stood firm in His obedience.
Having dealt with these objections" Anselm goes on to
answer his second question by stating the principle that
man was made for blessedness, but cannot attain to 'it un-
less his sins are forgiven. Then what is sin? Anselm re-
gards it as the failure to pay to God what is owed to Him.
If angelic beings, or men, always repaid to God what
they owe they would never sin•••Thus to sin, is
nothing ~lse 'but not, to repay to God one's debt.
l
As to the nature of the debt we owe to God, it is that our
whole will, as rational ereatures, ought to be subject to
the will of Godo When thiS is paid, none sins, and every-
one who does not pay it does sin. Whoever does not render
,
J
J
II~
f
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unto God this due honor takes away from God that which is
His, and does God dishonor; and thi~ is sin. Therefore
each sinner ought to repay the honor of which he has robbed
God; and this is the satisfaction which every sinner ought
to make to God.
Now 1s it fitting that God should forgive sins by
mercy alone, no Atonement being made to His honor? This
Anse1m answers in the negative. To remit means simply not
to punish sin; and since the just treatment of unatoned
sin is to punish it, if it be not punished, it is unjustly
forgiven. And if it is unseemly for God to forgive any-
thing in His realm illegally, it is unseemly that He should
forgive unpunished sin. It is therefore necessary that
either the honor of which man has robbed God by sin shall
be restored, or punishment follow. otherwise, God would be
unjust to Himself. But hoW can the sinner's punishment be
any honor to God? It is impossible that God should lose
•j
I
the honor due to Him. The sinner pays what he owes, whether
freely or unwillingly. b'oreither man spontaneously of his
own free will yieldS due submission to God (whether it be
by not sinning or by satisfying for his sin), or God sub-
jects him unwillingly by compulsion. Since man was so cre-
ated as to be able to attain to bliss if he had not sinned~
when God beeause of his sin deprives him of bliss and of
all good, man repays that which he took, however unwill-
ingly. Thus is God's honor maintained in the punishment of
the sinner.
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It being therefore absolutely essential that God's
honor be upheld either by receiving satisfaction from the
sinner or inflicting punisnment upon him, what can the
sinner offer to God in satisfaotion for his sins? If he
reply, "Penitence, a contrite and humbled heart, fastings,
and many bodily labors, and mercy in giving and forgiving,
and obedience""l he must be reminded that when we render to
God something whioh we owe to Him, even had we not sinned,
we should not set it against the debt which we owe on ac-
count of our sin; and that we owe to God all these things
mentioned. Then we have nothing which we can give in amends
for sin. And God cannot raise to blessedness anyone who is
to any extent a debtor for sine How then shall man be
saved, if he neither pays what he owes, nor ought to be
saved unless he pays?
The answer to the above question is that the satis-
faction whereby man can be saved can be affected only by one
who is God and man. Anselm tells us that there can be no
salvation
•••unless there be someone who can repay to God for the
sin of man somewhat which is greater than all which is
not God. Also, he whO of hiS own should be able to
give to God anything which might surpass all that is be~
low God, must needS be greater than all which is not
God. But nothing exists which is above all that is not
God, save God. None therefore bUt God can make this
reparation. Yet, none should make it save a man,
otherwise man does not make amendS. If, then, it be
necessary ••• that the celestial citizenship is to be
comple.ed from among men, and that this cannot be un-less there be made that before-mentioned satisfaction,
\vhlch uod only can, and man only should, make, it 18
needful tha.t it should be made by one who is both God
and mano2
1Ibid., p. 47
2Ibid., pp. 66-67
",___
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And so God was made man in order that because of the
greatness of His Deity He might make satisfaction for
man's debt.!'and because of the reality of His humanity He
might make that satisfaction as man. And how is this
satisfaction to be made? Man could of free will, being
under no necessity, suffer nothing harder for the glory of
God than death. In no way could man give himself more
fully to God than be yielding himself to death for God's
honor. Therefore, he who would atone for the sins of.man
must be such that he can die if he wills it. And, as al-
ready noted, Christ being under no compulsion of death be-
Cause He had no sin, and being capable of death by virtue
of His partaking of our humanity, is tully qualified to
make that satisfaction whereby the sinner may be restored
to blessednesS.
In his answer to the question as to how the death of
Christ could exceed in value the many and great sins of
mankind. Anselm laCks the clarity that is characteristic of
most of his arguments. It would seem that the sharp di8~
tinction which he draws between the Divine and human
natures in our Lord prevents him from finding the solution
to this problem in the infinite character of the sacrifice
of God made man. That is, since only the human nature was
capable of humiliation and death. and the Atonement was
Offered to God by Christ as man, it is not so clear in An-
seLm as it is in later theologians who followed his view
in the main that the Atonement has an infinite value
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because it is God who died. But he does come very close to
this position in a different way. He reasons that a sin
cownitted against the person of Christ is incomparably
greater than all those which could be imagined without His
person. If then the murder of Christ 1s so great an evil,
it £0110"$ that
If His existence be as great a good as His destruction
is an evil, incomparably greater a good is it than is
the evil of those sins which are exceeded beyond all
comparison by His murder •••Sins are hateful in propor-
tion as they are evil; and this His life is deserving
of love in proportion to its goodness. vVhence it fol-
lows that this His life is more deserving of love than
are sins hateful.l
This being true, it tollows that SO great and lovable good
can suffice to atone tor the sins of the whole world.. This
lite can conquer all sins, if yielded up for them. As to
yield up the life is the same as to accept deathl then as
the yielding up ot the lite outweighs all the sins ot men,
so also does the acceptance of deatho
But thiS answer gives rise to another problem. If
the sin of slaying Him is as evil as His life is good, how
can His death overcome and blot out the sins of those who
killed Him? Anselm finds the solution to this difficulty
in the words of paul that "if they had known ..they would not
1
1 ,,2 I tlave crudit1ed the LOrd of gory. n 0 her words, the sin
of those who slew Christ, because they acted in ignorance,
is not incapable of being forgiven.
The tinal great question with which Anselm deals i8
that ot hOW the death ot Christ results in the salvation ot
I,jli
1Ibid., p. 84
21 cor. 2:8
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He reasons that one who freely gives to God so great
a gift as did Christ ought not to be without any reeorn-
pallse. It is needful that the Father should recompense
the Son, lest He appear to be either unjust if He would
not, or powerless, it He eould not. There are two ways in
which one may recompense another: by giving what that
other has not, or remitting what from that other might be
required. But, before the son gave that great gift to
God, all which the Father had was His also; nor did the
Son ever owe anything which to Him might be remittede
Then what "recompense could be made to Him whO had need of
naught, and to whom naught could be either given or remit-
ted? It must be repaid to someone else. If the Son
should will to give to another that which is due to Him-
self, the Father could not rightly forbid Him, nor refuse
it to any to whom the Son might give it. There is no one
to whom He might more fitly assign the fruit of His death
than to those tor whose salvation He made Himself man, and
to whom He in dying gave the example of dying for right-
",
eousnessl sake. So
whom could He more justly make heirs of a debt due to
Him of which He Himself had no need, and of the over-
flowings of His tulness, than His kindred and brethren,
whom He sees burdened with SO many and so great debts
and wasting away in the depths of misery; that what
they owe for their sinS may be remitted to them, and
what on account of their sins they are in need of may
be given them11
And how one ought to enter into participation 1n so great
grace, and to live under it, ",eare taught everywhere in
1St• Anse1m, cur DeuS Homol (London: Griffith FarranOkeden & Welsh, n.d:), p. 106
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Holy Scripture.,
The refleotions of later centuries upon this theory
of Atonement set forth in Anselm havedisoovered therein
much that is still regarded as good and valuable, as well
ns what today are regarded as weaknesses. As to the mer-
its of' .this theory" it is praotically impossible to make
any generalizationo with which all scholars would agree.
For instance, Dr. Mozley writes:
The outstanding merit of the theory is its sense ofthe seriousness of sin and its issue in guilt. Thisis true, however inadequate the actual concept ot sin
may be•••Further, the insistence upon guilt and uponthe need ot forgiveneSs is an ethical advance as com-
pared with the patristic stress upon death, and upon
the necessity for the almost physioal antidote of'
deification.l
And yet, to those who regard a sense ot guilt as having no
true objective basiS, that which gives to it a strong
sense of reality 1s contrary to the facts as they see
them. Again, while one school ot theologians regards
Anselm's view as being commendable in respect to its con-
necting the Atonement with a requirement ot God, that
type ot thought which sees onlY in man, and not in God, the
necessity tor an Atonement, considers this teature ot the
theory a serious detect. So the basiC positions ot An-
selm's view, as well as ot every other view, are regarded
as strong or wealt depending upon the theological incli-
nations of those whO pass the judgment.
UntortunatelY, it is nearlY always easier to see
taults than it is to see virtues. Some ot the detects in
.
Ii•
lThe Doctrine ot the Atonemen!. (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1916), p. 129
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the Anselmic theory may be noted in bringing this discus-
sion to a close. In the first place, it is defective in
making the Divine honor or majesty the principle of the
Divine nature that is most prominent rather than the Divine
character in which God's honor and majesty are grounded.
The theory had its origin in a time when exaggerated ideas
prevailed respecting the authority of popes and emperors,
and when dishonor done to their majesty was the highest of-
fence known to law. In those days of feudalism, men
thought of heaven as organized on a feudal basis. But in
making God's honor and majesty central, Anselm falls into
the error that in all other features of his theory remains
ita outstanding detect - it deals in externals.
It is wrought out in abstract terms of honor, justice,
satisfaction, and merit, apart from regtrd to the .
personal relations betwoen God and man.
The terms "commercial" and "mathematical" have often been
•....
. '
\.,.
I.
applied to it _ and justlY so.
Pel.'h"paan even more serioUS dei'ect than that oi' re-
glU'ding sin chiei'll as an oi'i'enceagainst God's honor and
majesty is that it see.." to hold to a ..erely external
tl.'ansi'el.'oi the merit ot Christ's work. while not clonrly
stating the internal ground oi'that transtel.'in the union
of the believer with Christ. ThiS makes salvation appear
to be largely a matter ot bOo~keeplng. Christ in His
death obtains merit oi'wbich He personally has no need.
This merit is placed to the IlCCOunt ot His "k1!'dl.'edand
ion in its Doc-son Press, 1948),
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brethren~" This appears to involve what has in recent
times been described as a legal fiction: a reckoning of
merit to those in whom no merit exists. And while the
reckoning of righteousnesS to men apart from any merit 1n
them is a clear teaching of the New Testament Scriptures,
it is quite plain that the basiS for this is a vital inner
relationship by faith between Christ and the believer.
Anselm's view leaves nO moral dynamiC in the crOSSe
A third defect in the Anselm1c theory - a defect
Which it shares in common with many other theories - 1s
that its conceptions of sin as debt and Atonement as satis-
faction, while they do not necessarily misrepresent Scrip-
ture, by no means do it full justice. If the fathers
dwelt too much on those passages which describe the death
of Christ as a ransom, sO also does this outstanding repre-
sentative of the Latin type of theory give disproportionate
weight .to those passages of scripture whioh represent the
Atonement under commercial analogies, to the exclusion of
those which describe it as an ethical tact, whose value is
to be estimated not quantitativelY, but qualitatively. Ac-
cording to E. G. Robinson,
The Anselmic theory was rejected by Abelard for
grounding the Atonement in justice instead of bene-
volence, and for taking insufficient account of the
power of Christ'S sufferingi and death in procuring
a subjective change in man.
The dogmatiC edifice of Anselm, as a matter of fact, is
built largely upon rational considerations, involving very
.'.'
,
\'
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little use of Holy Scripture. Therefore, if it be allowed
that Biblical thought should have its place in every doc-
trine of Atonement, any theory which is partial and onam
sided in its handling of the Biblical material can only be
defeotive in this respect.
Finally, it is a weakness of Anselm's theory that it
represents the Atonement as having reference only to the
elect: that is ..to that portion of humanity predestinated to
salvation in the eternal counsels of God. The baneful ef-
fects of a rigid doctrine of election upon both the theology
and the mission of tho Church haS been apalling; and that
doctrine, which was given its first clear expression in
Augustine of Hippo and its even sterner form in later years
by John Calvin and hiS school of theologians, was one of the
influences which moulded Anselm's soteriology. That the New
Testament, as well as the Old, contains a doctrine of elec-
tion, cannot be denied; but that there is anything arbitrary
in the dealings of the God revealed in Christ with His cre-
ation is unthinkable. In Anselm's view, the number of
angela who tell must be replaced !rom among mankind,l al-
thOUgh the saints will be more in number than are the lost
angels.2 God had decreed the exact number that should be a
Part o! His celestial kingdom. that number to be made up o!
both angels and men. This per!ect number, as it was not to
be completed without both angelS and men. will include more
l'
leur DeuS HomO? (LondOn: Gri!!ith Farran Okeden &
Wel h -s , n.d.), p. 32 .
2Ibid., pp. 34-44
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saints than the number of fallen angels,. else it must of
necessity be that each human being among the elected num-
ber would be therein only because others - the lost angels -
h d
a fallen to perdition. And the blessings secured by the
Atonement were intended only for Christ's "kindred and
brethren" ...those predestinated by God to eternal glory.
With numeroUs modifications and changed emphases, the
satisfaction theory became the accepted view not only of
the Middle Ages but also of the Reformation churches.
Pfleiderer acknowledges thiS, and regards it as being a
strange fact. He writes:
The \7ork of Christ, as Anselm construed it, was in factnothing else than the prototype of the meritorious per-
formances and satisfactions of the ecclesiasticalsaints, and was theretore, trom the point ot view ot
the mediaeval church, thought out quite logically.All the more remarkable is it that the churches of the
Reformation could be satisfied with thiS theory, not-withstanding that it stood in complete contradiction
to their deeper moral consoiousness. It, according to
Protestant principles generally, there are no super-
erogatory meritorioUS works, then one would supposethat such cannot be acoepted even in the case.ot Jesus.
l
To trace the development ot other principles which
came to be expounded ao essential teatures ot an objective
View ot Atonement is no part ot the purpose at this study.
which is chietly to mark out the three distinct types ot
theories, as well as to examine brietly some modern views
that have been propounded. suttice it to ssy that such
ideas as the substitutionary vieW, or the principle ot
vicariou8 punishment, or the governmental theory ot Grotius,
lAo R. strong, S stematiC Theolo ,!Philadelphia: The
JUdson Press, 1946), p. 50, quoting R. Ptleiderer,
Philosophy of Religio~. .2See J.K. Mozley, The Doctune of the Atonement, (New
York: Charles scribner's sons, 1916 , pp. 151-156
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may all be included in the general scheme of the objective
conception of the Atonement, as well as the particular
emphasis on satisfaction which characterizes Anselm. All
alike connect the Atonement with something in God, whether
it be His holiness, or His honor and majesty, or His just
government of His creatures. All alike regard Christ as
having accomplished in His death on behalf of men some-
thing which they oould not do for themselves, and as bw His
death delivering mon from a penalty which every man must
otherwise pay. It is quite true that later objeotive views
also made some provision in their system for the subjective
elements in the death of Christ; but this subjective view-
point finds its clearest expression in the influence or
example theorieS, to which we next turn our attention.
CHAPTER IV
THE SUBJECTIVE OR EXEMPLARY THEORY:
The third general type of theory of the Atonement
which has held a prominent place in theological thought,
especially in the closing years of the Reformation period
and the centuries following, sees in the death of Jesus
Christ neither a ransom paid to deliver men from sin,
death, and the devil, nor a satisfaction made to God to
remove an obstacle to the Divine forgivenesS. It sees
rather an exhibition of Divine love, or devotion to truth
(depending on whether the theorY represents the idea ot
moral influence or an example), intended to mOVe men to
repentance and a better life. Generally speaking, the
subjective view connects the Atonement to no necessity in
God, unless it be the necessity to make a spectacular
exhibition of HiS great love for mankind. The Atonement
is intended, in this theorY, to melt the heart, to break
down the stubborn will,and to inspire men to a nobler way
of lii'e. It is to callsemen to echO those sublime .,ords
of John, "We love Him, because He first loved us."l
!,i
The first clear example of the subjective view is
1I John 4:19 62
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found in Anselm'S younger oontemporary, Abelard. His the-
ory, which is developed in hiS commentary on Romans, holds
that the death of Christ should be regarded as a supremo
exhibition of love which might kindle a corresponding love
in the hearts of mano Two texts of Scripture ware appar-
ently quite influential in giving form to Abelard's theo-
logy of Atonement, both of whiCh contain sayings attributed
to Jesus. These are: "Greater love hath no man tllanthis,
that a mnn lay down his life for his friends;N. and "Her
sins, which were many, are forgiven I for she loved muCh. 112
Concerning the latter of these two great utterances, as Dr.
Mackintosh observes, it 1s
distorted for him, as for Roman catholiC theology ingeneral, from being a statement of the consequences of
receiving Divine grace into passing for a statement of
the conditions upon which the grace of forgiveness is
1mparted.3
This love awakened in men i8 regarded by Abelard as meri-
torious. This makes it plain that he does not escape
entirely from the traditional Latin soheme of merit. And
although his teaching haS a subjective oharacter, empha-
sizing that which is done by men, it does not leave the
merit of Christ completely out of the reckoning. It is
regarded as being reckoned to man on account of His con-
tinuous intercession for them.
A fair evaluatiOn of Abelard may be found in Dr.
AUl/n t 8 summary. He writeS:
IJohn 15:13 2Luke 7:47
~istoric Theories of Atonement, (London: Hodder
and stoughton Ltd., 1920), p. 141
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Apart from a few isolated points, it cannot be said
~hat Abelard's thought exercised any great influence
1': the Middle Ages. He VIas, indeed, sa far in ae cord
w Lth the mind of the period that all his thought lay
on "Ghemoralistic level; but" on the whole, he was far
too radically opposed to the common vi ew to gain a
hearing. In particular, the fact that he attached nO
special significance to the death of Christ was suffi-
cient of itself to make his teaChing unacce~table to
an age which was laying ever greater stress on the
death, both in theology and in devotional practice.
l
The Example Theory of socinus
In the post_reformation era, "'austus socinus became
an advocate of the subjective type of Atonement theory.
His view may be briefly summarized as followS! There is
nothing in God tbat demands an Atonement. The sole barrier
between man and God is man' s sinfulness. Not God, but only
man, needs to be reconciled. The bettering of man's moral
condi tion is the only method of reconciliation. IlIan's own
will is capable of this by means of repentance and reforma-
tion. The death of Christ is viewed primarily as tMt of
a noble martyr, and its redeeming power is to be found in
His human example Of faithfUlness to truth and duty, which
has a powerful in:t'luence upon our moral improvement. This
fact is set forth by the writerS of the NewTestament in
the language of the Greek and Jewish sacrifices. In the
tho~nking of SocinuS,
Jesus Christ is our Saviour because He proclaimed to us
the way of eternal life, confirmed. it ~nd clearly :mowed
it forth, both by the example of 1I1S11fe and by r1sing
-----------------------------------lGustaf Aultn, Christu~' trans. ~y A.G.
Herbert, (London: so~ the Sacred. Miss10n, 1950),
p. 113
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again from the dead, and because He will give eternal
life to us who have faith in Himel
The particular character of His death is regarded as neces-
sary in order that the example of His life may have its
full effect, since what His followers may suffer as a re-
sult of trying to live like Him, He Buffered first. It was
also necessary so that He, by virtue of knowing in His own
eXperience the worst of human 111s, might be made the more
anxious to help otherso
We shall examine the viewS of socinus somewhat more in
detail, noting in particular the similarities and the dif-
ferences between hiS theory and that of Anselm. In the
View of both men, sin is an offence against God's majest1.
In the Anselmic view, as we have seen, it is neceSSBr1 that
satisfaction be made by man in order for God to just11 for-
give and restore to blessedness the ones whO had robbed ~im
of ~is honor and majest1' ThiS Socinus denieS; he argues
that God is perfect11 free to forgive the offence without
l'equiring satisfaction, else ~e has less power tllanman.
Thel'efore, whether or not satisfaction is to be demanded
depends upon no inherent principle of right and wrong, but
on11 upon the arbitrar1 will of God, who ma1 waive the pun-
ishment of man's offence 1£ He chooses. Also, justice and
merc1 are not regarded b1 SOcinuS as opposite qualities in
GOd, nor does he ident1£1 God'S righteousness with punitive
jUstice. Both justice and merc1 are on11 effects of ~is
Will; merc1 does not prevent ~im from punishing, nor justice
y IJ. K. Mozle1, The Doctrine of the Atonement, (New
pork: Charles scribner'S Sons, 1916), p. lSO, quoting
aus tus So cinus, fR~e~J~e:!s~u~O~b.l'.::;i~S.!!to:::.....;s:::;e:::.:r:;..v:;..:a::;;.t;..;o;.;;r;..;;.e.
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from forgiving.
Socinus appeals to the Old Testament Scriptures to
show that in His dealing with His ancient people God for-
gave sin upon the one conclition of repentance" without
e1th er demanding satisfaction or nP king reference to any
future sa.tisfaction. This last somewhat obscure point is
to be understood in the light of the ideal once widely
pravalent, that God forgave the sins of Old Testament
saints upon the basiS of the sacrifice that was to be mude
by the Lamb of God whO taketh away the sin of the world,
and that believers in that dispensation consciously looked
forward to the satisfaction tbet waS to be made. This
SOcinus denies. He also finds nothing said of God de-
manding satisfaction in the New Testament.
The thesiS of SocinuS concerning satisfaction and
fO~iveness Is that"to fo~ive sins and to receive s.tis-
faction for sins are plainlY contradictory and cannot
exist together."l If satisfaction has been made by a
third party, it is uselesS to reply that the sinner is for-
given, since where no debt exists there is nothing to for-
give, and where fUll satisfactiOn has been made no debt
eXists. Not only therefore is satisfaction unnecessary,
but it could not possibly have been made through Christ's
endure.nce of the punislnllentdue to us, or through the im-
putation to us of HiS righteousness. The reason for this
lies in two factS. In the first place, vicarious punishment------------------------------------------
1Ibid. I p, 148
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of the innocent is both unjust and unscriptural. And
secondly
, even were this not sO, Christ's death could not
have b
een equal in value to the punishment required for
the .
s,ns of mankind, since He did not die eternal death.
Even had He died eternal death, the death of one could
not have been equal to that of the entire number of
guilty sinners. Further, no doctrine of satisfaction can
be deduced from the Person of Christ. Socinus is in agree-
ment with Anselm that Christ did not suffer in His Divine
nature, but only in the hUman. ThiS being the case, His
suf'ferings could not possiblY possess infinite value. And
as for His obedience, since it was owed to God, it could
not be imputed to even one man. let alone the entire
number of Cbrist'S ")cindred and brethren." ThUS, in the
Socinian theory, satisfactiOn is regarded as unnecessary,
unethical, unscriptural, and, from the standpoint of the
Anselmic view, impossible"
Now, if the sentenc~ pronounced by God against sin
Can be changed, and men be delivered from the doom of
eternal death to the realm of eternal blisS, only by sin
being dealt with in some way, and the way of compensation
or satisfaction being rejected, there remains the way of
forgiveness. ThiS God is free to bestow upon the eoLe
COndition of repentance and a changed life. Christ helps
men to achieve thiS by setting before them in Ilis life
and death an example of faithfulness to truth and duty.
"ehrist also suffered for YOU, leaving you an example,
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that ye should follow His. steps.til By this example" men
are encouraged and inspi~ed to live that kind of life that
enables God to forgive. But the help of Christ does not
end wi th the example which He has given. Beca.useHe
arose from the dead, He has an eternal priesthood, and is
ever available to aid men in the living of the @od life.
It is interesting to note that in his doctrine of
the saving work of Christ, Socinus does not once mention
the forgiveness of sins. This points to one of the uniform
characteristics of most of the subjective theories; the
minimizing of the seriousness of sin. Guilt is regarded
in these views as being without any objective reality.
Modern advocates of the influence and example theories
have recognized this weakness and attempted to correct
it. For example, Bushnell and Harnack have recognized
the fact of our guilt-consciousness and the need of Atone-
ment with its "altar forms" of substitution and pro-
pitiation while denying the objective need of these
forms.2
The Moral Influence Theory of Bushnell3
The moral influence theory, as one of the most
popular of present-day views has come to be called, em-
braces an almost endless variety OJ ideas as expressed by
its leading advocates, and to speak of anyone writer's
11 Peter 2:21
2Horace Bushnell, Vicarioua Sacrifice, (London:
Alexander Strahan, 1866), p. 460ff
31802-1876
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view as being typical is extremely hazardouse
For a
general definition of th th
e eory as a whole, Dre strong's
may be regarded as essentially aoourate. He writes:
This holds, like the sooinian, that there is nobrinoiPle of the divine nature whioh is propitiated
y Christ's death; but that this death is a mani-
festation of the love of God, suffering in and with
the sins of his oreatures. Christ's atonement,
therefore, is the merely natural consequenoe of his
taking human nature upon him; and is a suffering,not of penalty in man's stead, but of the combined
woes and griefs which the living of a human lifeinvolves. This atonement haS effeot, not to satisfY
divine justioe, but sO to reveal divine love as tosoften human hearts and to lead them to repentance.
l
One of the most attractive, end at the same time
representative, works written from the viewpoint of tpe
moral influence theory is Bushnell's !icariOuS Sacrifice.
In Ihis book, the author begins with the setting forth of
his view of the meaning of vicariouS sacrifice. Negatively
it does not mean only that Christ puts Himself into the
ease of man as a helper, or undertakes for man in a way of
influenoe, or comes under common liabilities with us.
Neither does it mean that it is to be regarded as a literal
substitution by which Christ beComes a sinner for sinners,
Or penally subject to our deserved penalties. These are
moral impessibilities. The true conception is
that Christ, in what is called HiS vicarious
sacrifice, simply engages, at the exPense of greatsuffering and e~en of deatb itself, to bring us out
of our sins themselves and sO out of their penalties;
being Himself profoundlY identified with us in ourfallen state and bUrdened in feeling with our evils.
Nor is there'anything SO remote, or difficult, orviolent in thiS vicariOUS relation assumed byChrist ~s many appear to suppose•••It is the nature
lA.H, strong, s stematiC Theolo ,(Philadelphia:
p. '733
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of love, universallY, to insert 1tself into themiseries and take upon its feeling the burdens of
~thers •••Love is a principle essentiallY vicariousnits ovm nature, identifying the subject with
others, sa as to suffer their adversities and pains
~d taking on itself the burden of their evils. It'
oes not come in officiouslY and abruptly, and pro-
pose to be substituted in some formal and literal
way that overturns all the moral relations of law
and desert, but it clings to the evil and lost man
~s in feeling. afflicted for him, burdened by his111 deserts, incapacities, and pains, encountering
gladly any loss or suffering for hiS sake. Ap-
proving nothing wrong in him, but faithfully re-
proving and condemning him in all sin, it is yetmade sin _ plunged, so to speak, into all the for-
tunes of sin, by its friendlY sympathY. In thismanner it is entered vicariouslY into sacrifice on
his account. So naturallY and easily does the
vicarious sacrifice commend itself to our intel-
ligence, by the stock ideas and feelings out of
which it grows•1
Bushnell sees an illustration of hOW Christ bore our
sins in the passage in MattheW'S Gospel where He in con-
ceived of as entering into men's diseases.2 IVhat are we
to understand by the exPression "Christ bere our sick-
nesses?" This does not mean that Christ literally had
Our sicknesses transferred to Him, and sa taken off from
us. It does not mean that He became blind for the blind,
lame for the l"",e, or: a leper for the lepers. It does
not mean that He suffered in Himself all the fevers and
Pains He took away from others.
How then did He bear our sicknesses, or in what sense?
In the sense that He took them on His feeling, had
His heart bUrdened bY the sense of them, bore thedisgusts of their 10atheSome decays, felt tileirpains
over again in the tendernesS of His more than human
sensibility. ThUS manifestlY it was that He pare oursicknesses _ His very love to US put Him SO far, in a
Al 1Horace Bushnell, !V.:!:i~c~a.:.:.r::.i~o!:u~s_:::;s.::::a.=.c.;;;.r.;;;;i.;;;.f.;;;;i.;:;.c.;;..e, (London:
exander strahan, 1866), pp. 1-8
2 :17
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vicarious relation to them, and made Him, sO far, a
partaker in them.l
Now this principle of vicarious love exists not only
in Ohrist, but in the eternal Father, and the Holy Spirit,
and the good angels, and in all the glorif
l
.
ed
and good
m'
lnds of the heavenly I<:ingdom. Ghrist, as a "power on
character and life,"Z renews us in thiS love. So there
is t
nohing that is superlative in vicarioUS sacrifice,
Or above the universal principles of right and duty.
This conception conducts US into the heart of the moral
influence theory of Atonement. What the life and death
of Ghris t reveal is the vicariouS love that suffers for
and with mankind; a lo~e that is eternal in God. A-
wakening to a realizatiOn of that love, men are en~led
to "love His love and suffer with Him in His suffering. ,,3
This is true sal vatiOno
In the second part of his 0001<:, Bushnell brings
out the idea that Ghrist's life and sacrifice are the
means by which He becomes e. renovating and saving power.
That is, the sacrifice is not in itself the purpose for
Which Ghrist came, but IOOrelYthe means to an end - the
recovery and reconciliation of men. The healing of bodies
which occupied such a prominent place in Ghris
t
'
S
ministry
1s an outward type of the more radical and sublime cure
which He undertal<:es, by HiS sacrifice, to worl<:in fallen
chnr t o_ll...J_·ncl"qive aim for which He crone
ca, ac er. rfhe one, '" ......--_._------_._--
1 . . iOuS Sacrifice
A Hore.ce Bushnell, ~--'
lexander strahan, 1866), p. 9 3~ p. 83
(London:
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into the world was to be the causal agent in a change
in the spiritual habit and future wellbeing of souls.
Not to pay a satisfaction to offended honor, nor to en-
dure a penal inflictionon behalf of guilty men, but to
exert a healing power upon human souls, was Christ's
purpose in coming into the world~
Our author breaks with chat type of subjective view
which sees in Jesus only an example~ If an example be
conceived as a model that we copy, and set ourselves, by
our own will, to reproduce in ourselves, the conception
is inadequate. We want something better than a model to
be copied: something that will beget in us the disposi-
tion to copy an example. Again, it is not enough '1;0 say
that the example includes the demonstration of Divine
love in Christ's life~ No very intense power is to be
found in love if we think of it as being only a mood of
natural softnesS, or merely instinctive sympathy. The
real moral power of Christ". by virtue of which salvation
is effected". lies in HiS greatness of character. His
moral influence stems not from HiS love alone, but from
the conviction that when JesUs in His sacrifice takes our
lot upon His feeling and goes to the cross for us, He
does this for the right, and because the everlasting
word of righteousness commands Him. We may see in this
a genuine sense of necessity for the Atonement in the
thinking of Bushnell.
Where does the moral power of Christ get its
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principal weight of impression? From the revelation,
in His vicarious sacrifice, that God suffers on account
of evil, or with and for created beings under evil.
It
is this moral suffering of God that Christ unfolds and
works into a character "pd a power in His human life.
~herefore, what is called the agony is pure moral suf-
fering, the suffering of a burdened love and of a holy
and pure sensibility. It is this a'spect of HiS suffering,
rather than its phYsical aspect, that is of significance
in the Atonement. The importance to US of the physical
sufferings lies in the fact that they are the symbol of
God's moral suffering.
The mo st conel se summary of the theory under eon-,
sideration maY be seen in Bushnell's contrast j)etween
Atonement and propitiatione He writes:
Atonement then is a change wrought in us, a change
by which we are reconciled to God. propitiation
is an objective conception, by Which that change,
taking place in us, is spoken of as occurring
repI'esentativelY in God, just as guilty minds,thrown off from God, glaSS their feeling repre-
sentativelY in GOd, imagining that God is thrown
off from them; or just as we say that the sun
rises, instead of saying, what would be sO very
awkward to us, and yet is the real truth, that we
ourselves rise to the sun.
l
So the reality in the Atonement is that change brought
about in the believer bY the revelation in the sacrifice
of Christ that God suffers because of the sins of man-
kind, and the idea of propitiatiOn is, like other ob-
jective ideas in which the GOspel is expressed, merely n
1Ibid., p. 450
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thought-form which has no actual reality. As we noticed
earllerl Bushnell sees a use for objective language as
furnishing symbolS which express the truth, even though
the symbols themselves are not true.
The third section of Bushnell's work deals with
the matter of the relations of God's law and justice to
the saving work of Christ. He deals first with the idea
that logicallY there is a ·law before government;" thst
is, the eternal law of right. God's own nature was in
law, or "crystallizing in eternal Obligation,·l before
He became a laWgiver. Therefore, a sacrifice and re-
storing power such as may be seen in Christ need have
nothing to do with justice proper, "being related only
to that ~uasi justice which is the blind effect, in
1I10ralnatures, of a violation of ,their necessary law. ,,2
This being the case, instituted laW is no necessary pre-
re~uisite of redemption. All that God will do in the
way of redemptive sutfering and sacrifice, revolves a-
bout this eternal law of right, which exists logically
prior to the institution of government. God'S righteous-
ness is not to be identified with HiS justice, and never
re~uire8 Him to execute judgment under political
analogies. Lav' and justice are to be regarded as co-
factors of redemption, serving the same ends of spiritual
renovation. Thus, recognizing the distinction between
th", eternal law of right, which is binding upon men by
1Ibid.,P. 187
2Ibid., p. 198--
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virtue of their nature as moral beings in the image of
God, and the law which is the expression of God's
government, tne Busbnellian theory can eliminate tne
necessity tor connecting the Atonement with the latter
law. It is subjective detilement with which Ghrist's
sacritice is concerned, rather than the satistaction of
law or 01' punitive justive. Men are in need 01' sal-
vation because they have tallen awaytrom thet moral
state which is the proper expression 01' the eternal
principle 01' right that is binding upon God, and upon
man in ~s ~age. This salvation is to be realized ~
the restoration 01' humanity to that lost state; and the
means by which thiS restoration is accomplished is the
revelation in the cross of the vicarious love 01' God
which suffers witn and for HiS fallen creatures. Law
and justice are concerned with nothing in God needing
to be propitiated, bUt only with the all_important
matter of renewing human livese
Bushnell admits that arguments which show the
probability of damage to the integrity and authority 01'
God's government from a free remission of sins coupled
with no penal satisfaction of justice have an appearance
01' reason. But that such is not the case, he devotes
tour chapters to proving. In the tirst he argues that
the law precept is duly sanctified by Ghrist, and set ~
a position of great honor and power. by the following
~)
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considerations:
(1.) He proposes •••no remission of sins which does not
include n fUll recovery to the law. (2.) All that Hedoes and suffers in His s&crlficel He as truly doesfor the resanctification of the law as for our recovery
(3.) In His incarnation, He incarnates the same, and •brings it nigh to men's feelingS and convictions, by
the personal footing He gains for it in humanitYe(4.) He honors it again by His obedience, whiCh is, infact, a revelation of God'. own everlasting obedience,
before the eyes of mankind; the grandest fact of human
knowledge.l
In the unfolding of this argument. the point is made that
the law of right is identical with the law of love, and
that the vicarious aacrifice of Christ was the result of
His obedience to thiS law that demanded that the good suf-
fer for and with the evil. This point gives an element of
strength to the influence theory as represented in Dr. Bush-
nell that is not so clearly apparent in all theologians of
the subjective school. The revelation of vicarious, suf-
fering love is not optional. bUt based upon a demand of the
eternal law of right.
Having defended the proposition that in the work of
Christ the law is duly sanctified though the remission of
penalty be proclaimed apart from penal enforcement, BuSh-
nell shows that legal enforcements are not diminished by re-
ferring to two doctrines of scripture: the doctrine of end-
less punishment, and of Christ as the Judge of the world.
The solemn warnings contained in these two conoeptions.
which were first proolaimed by the Saviour Himself, ere a
sufficient provision for the enforoement of the law apart
1Ibid.1 pp. 265-266
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from any penal substitution by Christ. F8.i1ure to respond
to the moral pOYler of God in Christ vl111 result in endless
loss to the sinner. And by warning men of the consequences
of continuing in sin, our Lord in no way weakens the legal
enforcemeIl,'Gsof the law by bestowing free pardon apart from
·satisfaction ..
'I'he trlird question dealt with is how God's rectoral
honor is effectively maintained under the moral influence
theory. Can God be just unless He either executes justice,
or somehow has His justice satisfied? Dr. Bushnell admits
that his view as to bow Christ in His work adheres to law
and justice !'Quldbe put forward in a way of compensation,
hut he refuses to do so. In his view of vicarious suffering.
Christ entered practicallY into the condition of evil and
was rode subject to it. By His incarnation He entered that
state of corporate evil which the scriptures call "the
curse." He came into the curse and bore it for us.
Not that He endures so JlRlchof suffering as haVing it
penally upon Him _ He has no such thought - and yet He
1s in it, as being under all the corporate liabilities
of the race. He had never undertaken to bear God's
punishments for us, bUt had come down as in love, to
the great river of retributive causes where we were
drowning, to pluck US out; and instead of asking the
river to stop for Him, He bids it still flow on, des-
cending directly into the elemental rage and twnult,
to bring us away.l
If there must be some compensation made to law and justice
for the loss they must suffer in the release of their pen-
alties, it may be found in more than sufficient measure in
all that is involved in the Incarnation.
1 327
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Finally, ·there is a chapter dealing with justification
by faith according to the moral view. It is only where it
wins consent, or faith, that moral power will produce its
transforming work. This faith is to be regarded as a
footing of grace and Divine liberty rather than as an idol
of dogmatic opinion. The true meaning of justification by
faith is thatJesUs, coming into the world, with all God's righteous-
ness upon Him, declaring it to guilty souls in all the
manifold evidences of His life and passion, wins their
faith, and by that faith they aI'Sconnected again with
the life of God, and filled and overspread with His
righteousness.l . .
Thus, once again, there is no injury done to justice by
God's act of free forgiveness, since the faith which justi-
fies believers is "connected again with the life of God,"
and thus they are enabled to participate in that vicarious
love for others which rulfills the eternal law of right.
As one of the most attractive theories of the subjec-
tive type, there is much in Bushnell that is appealing.
The idea of sin as being a seriOUs thing is stronger in
him then in many of the example and influence views. This
of necessity magnifies the corresponding conception of the
salvation which Christ brings to men, for the need of re-
demption is rully appreciated only as there is an adequate
view of the greatness of that from which man needs to be re-
deemed. There is alSO no tendency to make the love of God a
certain soft, sentimental attitude of good will in spite of
evil deserts, nor yet an assertion that this love freely
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pardons without any reference to the ideas of law and
justice. One may rightlY question whether or not Dr.
Bushnell fully succeeds in his attempt to prove that nO
violence is done to these principles by the bestowal of
free forgiveneSs without some form of satisfaction. It
llUlyal so be doubted thet the view of propi tiation as having
neither a necessity nor an objective reality can be made
to harmonize tully with a great part of the New Testame~
teaching. It seems rather strange that Bushnell regards
an element of wrath toward evil as a part of the moral
perfection of God, while still denying any need for propi-
tiation. The denial of both usually go hand-in-
hand
with
subjective theories. But in thiS respect, as in others,
we see an example of a basicallY orthodoX thinker seeking
to reconcile with hiS orthodOxY a view which often has no
concern about utterly rejecting ideas which are both Scrip-
tural and time_honoredeIt may be regarded as a flaW in the Bushnellian view
that, as Dr. Mackintosh exPresses it,
.it tends to transfer Atonement from the cross of Cal-
vary to the thrOne of Heaven. sin was eternally made
good by the sufferings which the loving heart of God
endured. But is not thiS one more way to make thecross of Christ of none effect? Not to age-long pain
in heaven, but to one sharp immeasurable sacrifice of
sorrow upon earth, we owe our deliverance in the blood
of Christ. We were and are redeemed by Him wno died
for us, to the glory of God the Father.
l
The whole idea of eternal suffering in God is highlY ques-
tionable. It is speculative in the highest degree. It has
1
Robert Mackintosh, HistoriC Theories of Atonement,-stoughton Ltd., 1920), p. 256
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been the well-night universal faith of the Church that a
part of the significance of the Incarnation may be seen in
the idea that through it Divine love now knew suffering as
suffering. The idea under consideration makes God's taking
our humanity merely the vehicle for revealing an eternal
truth concerning the nature of the Almighty. There is real
point in Dr. Mackintosh'S remark that "in relief at dis-
covering a God who can feel, many minds fail to weigh the
danger of losing a Christ whO saves."l
In critizing any theory. it is usually the part of
wisdom to consider the words of its friends as well as
those of its foes. We therefore bring til>discussion of the
subjective theory to a close bY looking at this appraisal
by Dr. Bushnell himself:
It is one of the most remarkable facts in the history
of Christian doctrine, that what the critical his-
torians call the "moral view" of the Atonement, in
distinction from the expiatorY, haS been sO persis-
tently attempted, and sO uniformlY unsuccessful •••
We are able to see •••whY the attempts at a moral con-
struction of the sacrifice, such as have heretofore
been made, should have failed. They have been partial,
they have not contained matter enough to make any com-
plete Gospel, or to maintain any permanent hold, as a
power, in men's convictions. 'lhey begin to wane asthey begin to live, and shortly die for want of anY
complete apparatus of life. One proposes Christ as
an example. Another :lJnaginesthat Ris vlOrk is ex-
hausted in correcting the superstition, or false opin-
ion, that God will not forgive sin; and sO allowing
God's paternity to be accepted. Another shOWS Rim to
be the teacher of a divine morality that must needs
restore the world. Another beholds, in Ris 11fe and
death, the manifested love of God •••The inherent weak-
nesS of all such versions of the Gospel is, that they
look to see 1t operate by mere benignities - something
is either to b~ shOwn or done, that is good enough to
win the world•2
lIbid.----2Vicarious Sacrifice, (London: Alexander strahan,
1866), pp. 336-337 -
CHAPTER V
SOME MODERN THEORIES
We have completed the study of the three general
types into which the historic theories of Atonement may be
divided. We have given some attention to the views of men
who may be regarded as representative of these three types.
It need scarcelY be mentioned that, 1n view of the countless
number of minds that have come to griPS with the problem of
the meaning of the central fact of thO Christian faith, a
great variety may be seen within the broad types of
theories. Different points of view and diff·erent emphases
Bre clearlY discernible among the theologianS whO have
given us the fruit of their studies. The marvel of all
this growS to tremendOUs greatneSS as we consider the facts
involved. That a life lived in an obsCure corner of the
world, and a death suffered in the shamefUL manner in which
the Roman government executed capital puniShment, should be-
come the subject of sO wuch thought, and study, and exposi-
tion, and controversy, on the part of some of the wo
rld
'
s
most brilliant minds, is one of the wonderS of the ages. It
is a strong testimony to the truth for which Christians have
always stood. that in Jesus Christ of Nazareth we have not
only a very eocceptional and remnrkable Man, but One whO was
more than Man; One whom those "hO come to the place of
faith in HillIdO not hesitate to addresS, with Thomas of
old, a.s "My Lord and my God."
We may now bring our study to a close with the
briefest glance at some of the theories of recent thinkers
which are widely held and enjoy considerable popularity in
our day_
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The first view we snaIl consider may be defined as
the theory of vicariouS penitence. This idea, as' set forth
in its outstanding advocate - Dr. McLeod Campbell - regardS
Christ as the representative penitent. He, by virtue of
His oneness with the human race, in His incarnation shared
with men their sin and guilt consciOusness, and thUS aC-
tually repented for mankind while remaining sinlesS Himself.
And it is on the basis of thiS representatiVe penitence that
God forgiveS sinners.The theorY of vicariouS penitenCe is proposed and
ably defended in Campbell'S bOok, ~e Nature of the Atonemen_t.
In dealing with the Atonement, which he recognizes as
haVing a fundamental place in Christianity, he observes
that there are three aspects in which it may be contem-
plated. its reference _ for whom waS it made; its object -
what w as it intended to accomplish; and its nature - what
has it been in itself?l
The VicariouS pen1tence Theor
IJ. McLeod camPbell, !he Nature of the Atonemen~,
(5th ed.; London' Macmillan and Co., 18~8), p. 1
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The question between the Reformers and the Church of
Rome _ the que stlon of just1ficatl.on by faith alone -
was most closely connected with the second aspect of
the atonement ••,The diSCUssions wllich subsequentlY
divided the Reformers among themselves turned on the
first; being as to whether the atonement had been nade
for all men, or for an election onlY· Much recent ad-
vocacy of the atonement haS dealt freely with the third
point, i,e., what the atonement is in itself, as to
which there was no question raised in the earlier dis-
cussions, but as to which it has been latterlY felt,
that the other questions could not be rightly tagen
up until thiS one was more closely considered; and as
to which the adVocates of the universality of the
atonement have begun to feel, that the received con-
ceptions of its nature have given to the adVocates of
an atonement referring to an election only, an ad-vantage in argument which a true apprehension of what
the atonement haS been would do away with. .
It is thiS third aspect with which Dr. cwnpbell is par-
ticularly concerned.It is worth noting the waY in which the circumstances
of his ministry affected the development of his doctrine of
Atonement. He was appointed minister of the parish of Rowpm
which he came to a people whO were morallY and spiritually
asleep. upon these sleeping souls campbell urged God's
claim for immediate trust. He exhorted them to believe
that they were redeemed. But thiS was made well-night im-
possible because of an iron-clad Calvinism that limited re-
demption to an elect few. snell a situation forced campbell
to break with the calvinist-AUgustinian dogma whlch so
paralyzed the delivery of the GOspel's mes'sage of mercy.
He began to preach boldly that Christ had died for all -
and was deposed from the ministry. perceiving that a penal
and legal substitution, with counter-imPutations between
2In scotland
1Ibid." p. 2
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Christ and His people, went naturallY with the conception
of the limitation of redemption by Divine decree to the
precise number actuallY saved, campbell felt he must break
with penal viewS of the Atonement. It was unthinkable to
him that any doctrine should be true which involved the
arbitrary limitation of redeeming love to only some out of
the multitude of God's fallen creatures. Therefore, ChriS-
tian theology must teaCh a moral and spiritual rather than
a legal Atonement. Our faith in the Atonement for sin must
be separated from delusive conceptions of the vicariOUs
s~~er1ng of our punishment.
Three basiC propositions lie· at the basiS of.Camp-
bell's Atonement doctrine. These propositions are an echo
of an ear11er theolOgian of the Calvinistic school to whose
writings Dr. campbell frequently referS - president Jona-
than Edwards.l The first of these foundational ideas is,
that Atonement could take place only on the ground either
of equivalent punisbment or of equivalent repentance. To
Edwards onlY the first of these is logicallY possible;
Campbell finds the truth in the second. The second basic
proposition deals with the suffering of Christ as being
such as only a perfectlY holy and perfectly loving being
could experience. To CamPbell, the sufferings of Christ
may be ~ed up as repentance for HiS brethren's sin
blending with trust in God'S eternal morcy. Edwards re-
gards them as being penal in nature. The third essential
idea is that Christ as perfect Man is under obligation to--~---.---------------------.-.----
1princeton University
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all men. God's law is the law of love; and Chri st in Hie
incarnation came under that law and perfectly rulfilled it.
Such a truth is completely destructive of a theory which
limits the Atonement to the elect.
Three unifying principles stand out clearlY in Camp-
bell's theology. The first of these is his faith in the
Divine Fatherhood as the ultiW$te truth and the deepest
ground of our hope in God. He felt that in the view of
traditional protestantism, God must be just but may be loV-
ing. Bu. in his own doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood,
there is no idea of a genial God, unmoved to wrath by sin.
Rather, the wrath of God against sin is regarded as a real-
ity, and the idea that satisfaction waS due to Divine jus-
tice, no delusion.. To trace redemption to its ultimate
source in the Divine Fatherhood, and to regard that Father-
hood as implying no need for redemption, are completely
opposite apprehensions of the grace of God. And Christ,
in dealing with God on man's behalf, must be conceived of
as dealing with the righteOUs wrath of God against sln,
which is not inconsistent with His paternal love.
The second of Campbell's unifying principles is that
the fact of the Atonement is to be studied in its own light;
that is, it is to be seen in the light of the Gospel record
of Christ the Sufferer, devotionallY studied. Such a study
of the Gospels revealS that Christ represents man before God
in two ways: retrospectivelY, by repentance, and prospec-
tively, by intercession. And He represents God to men in
",'
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the same tWO ways: retrospectivelY, by announcing God's
condemnation of sin, and prospectivelY, by announcing the
hope that there is for us in God, and the gift of eternal
life. The third unifying principle in Campbell'S theology
is his appeal to the conscience. Rectoral or public jus-
tice has no real meaning apart from absolute justice. Sin
deserves suffering; guilt is real; God's wrath against sin
is morally inevitable. Campbell speakS of Christ as en-
during and exhausting the Divine anger. He tells us that
Christ, in responding to God's judgment,on sin,
is necessarily receiving the full apprehension and
realization of that wrath, as well as of that sin
against which it comes forth, into His soul andspirit, into the bOsom of the divine humanity, end,
so receiving it, He responds to it with a perfectresponse _ or response from the depths of that divine
humanity _ and in that perfect response He absorbs
it. 1We may nOW summarize Campbell's theory as to how
Christ made Atonement. This He does by making a perfect
confession of men's sinS. The idea of an equivalent sorrow
and repentance is made central. That perfect confession
which was possible only to perfect holinesS and perfect
love waS offered by Ohrist to the F~ther.
That oneness of mind with the Father, which towards
men took the form of condemnation of sin, would in
the Son's dealing with the Father in relation to our
sins, take the form of a perfect confession of our
sins. This confession, as to its own nature, must
have been a perfect Amen inhumanity to the judgment
of God on the sin of man.2
1Ibid., p. 117
2!Piq., pp.116-17
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Such confession, commensurate with the evil of sin and
God's wrath against it, was made both possible and in-
evitable by the Incarnation. Christ's intercession, a-
long with His confession, is a part of His sacrifice;
its power as an element of atonement we must see, if
we consider that it was the voice of the Divine love
coming from humanity, offering for man a pure inter-
cession according to the will of God, offering that
prayer for man which .laS the utterance alike of love
to God 'and love to man.l
'fhus Christ ma"es in humanity "the due moral sn
d
spiritual
Atonement for sin.,,2 'fhe direct and foremost blessing of
His war" is deliverance from sin rather than from the
punishment of sin, which is regarded as a secondary result.
Another view of the Atonement which may be considered
very briefly is that which may be called "Redemption by
Sample. II In thiS view,
~e Irvingian TheorZ
Christ redeemed not US but Hls own humanity by the
power of the spirit gaining a victory over the
flesh, which was sinfUl in Him as in us, and bydying on the cross not for our sin, but in condem-
nation of the sinfulness of His own human nature.
3
According to the more recent versions of this theory, human
flesh is regarded as inherentlY sinful, and the fall of
Adam as the first manifestation rather than the origin of
the evil principle in humanity. This would mean that Christ
took upon Him not a fellen-nature, but one doomed to sin by
its creature1y weaknesS.
ThiS nature, whether conceived as
1Ibid., pp. 127-128
l
3
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t
Mac"intosh, Historic Theories of Atonement,
(London. Hodder and stoughton Ltd., 1920), p. 232 -
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fallen or as inevitably sinfUl, Christ, through the power of
Holy Spirit or of His Divine nature, keeps from manifesting
itself in any actual sin, and graduallY purifies it, thrOugh
struggle and suffering, until in His death He completely ex~
tirpates its original. depravity, and reunites it to God. Thus
He reconciles human nature to God, and makes humnnity sinless-
personallY in Himself, potentially in all.
This theory is often connected with the name of Edward
Irvingr
whO
was one of its most representative advocates.
Irving contended that the idea of a sinfUl nature in Christ
is the uniform doctrine of both Catholic and Reformed ortho-
doxy. He reasoned that true, full humanity in our fallen
race included original sin. NoW as orthodoxy stands for
Christ's full humanity, it stands for impersonal, potential,
though unreal, sinfulness. The subjective purification of
human nature in His person constitutes His Atonement, or
at-one-mant, by which He unifies, in a sample personality,
God and man. ThrOUgh faith men become partakers of Christ's
new humanity. This 1s a moral theorY of Atonement. 'fhat
He couJ.d and did stoop so low makes Clll'ist's suffering a
great exhibition of love, sacred before God and man·
This theory has some fatal weaknesses which have pre-
vented it from obtaining as great a popularity as other
modern views. The mind of the Christian instinctively
shrinks from connecting sin with the nature of Christ. In
the idea that "Christ became what we are" is no thought that,
in order to redeem us from sin, He became sinful. Further--------------------------------------.------------------------
11792-1834
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more, the idea of a nature which never once results in act
is a figment of the imagination which is utterly contrary
to the facts. And finallY. the idea thut human nature is
henceforth redeemed. independentlY of the redemption of the
persons clothed in the common human nature. is a flat con-
tradiction of the ethical terms. such as repentance,
faith, and love, in which real redemption must be stated.
That we are saved, independentlY of faith, by a
change in the substance of human nature - a change
,perhapS operating mainly through material sacra-ments _ the assertion wip not long be pro sible for
any sincere modern mind.
Reference sbOuld be made to an idea which we saW in
Dr. Horace Bushnell, and wbich waS made prominent in the
view of theologianS such as Dr. William N. Clarke and the
preaching of popular preacherS such as Leslie D. Weather-
head, that the greatest value to be seen in the cross of
Christ is that it reveals a suffering love which in God is
eternal. ThUS is our salvation to be linked not to a his-
torical sacrifice at calvary, but to the "eternal Atone-
ment" of which it is the proper e"pression. ThiS theory
may be classified as the "eternal Suffering" theory. The
late Dr. Hitchcock of Union seminary sees scriptural sup·
port for this doctrine in thOSe passages which speak of
Christ as the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world
or as fore_ordained before the foundation of the worl
d
•
2
1?e Eternal Atonement TheorI
1!biQ. I p. 2492R.D. Hitchcock, Eternal AtOnemen!, (New york'
Charles scribner's sonS; 1888), pp. 3-~
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And Leslie Weatherhead sets it forth in his most glowing
language ..
The world will only be redeemed by a love which
suffers and waits till man at last, satiated with
sin, shall turn to see what sin is costing God;
who, through the long eternal years, treads His own
self-chosen via dolorosa, and is nailed by sin to His
eternal cross. We believe that the gree.test truth
about the Cross is that it is the translation into
.terms of history of an eternal fact. Calvary is its
historical setting, but eternity is its compass; A.D.
29 was the time, but in a truer sense the Cross is
timeless. For three terrible hours a curtain is
drawn back from the eternal neart of God... Here is
a love revealed to our wondering eyes which, long be-
fore Christ came, waS loving and suffering for men in
a manner which onlY Christ could reveal, and which will
go on loving end suffering until the last soul is
voluntarily brought into harmony with Himself in the
final perfection of the ultimate beaven.
l
This theory, largely by virtue of the beautifUl lan-
guage in which it is stated, has a strong sentimental ap-
peal. But, as we noted in the discussion of thiS idea as
it appeared in Bushnell, it is based far more on specu-
lative imagination than upon any clear teaching of scripture.
And, insofar as it pictures an unhapPY Deity, it is de-
cidedly undesirable. I>sDr. Mackintosh so Vlell expresses it,
IVe be lieve •••thn t the as serti on of God's happine ss is
a true part of our faith. Knowing the end from the
beginning _ seeing and feeling the whole as a whole -
being in His inmost end deepest self the God of re-
demption _ God possesses without effort or struggle the
assurance that grace shall reign end that love must con-
quer. Therefore, in HiS calm vision of the unfolding
ages, He must be happy indeed. An unhappy God wouldmean a bankruPt universe, a demonstrated pessimism, a
doomed faith.2
Of course the advocates of God' s eternal vicarious sufi'ering
lLeslie D. Weatherhead, Tne Transformin' Friendshi ,(New York: Abingdon-CokesbUry Press, n.d. , pp. 156, 158
2HistoriC Theories of Atonemenl. (London: Hodder
and stoughton Ltd ..I 1920)1 p. 254
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do not regard Him as being unhappY; rather, they find
therein the highest joy of vicariouS love. That this is
a paradOX they freely admit. And the idea that our sal-
vation is due to God's eternal suffering and not to the
histor!C sacrifice of His beloved son on t~ cross of
Cal vary is something that will not occur to the student
of the NeVI Testament scriptures whO is seel!:ingto obtain
from them their intended meaning, rather than to find in
them that which will support a previously conceived view.
The truth that may unhesitatinglY be conceded in t~
theory is toot the offering of Christ was an eternal Atone-
ment in the sense that it was the expression of an eternal
impulse of God's love, an eternal desire to give Himself
for the good of His creatures. It was the expression of
God's nature. To assert more is to go beyond the New
Testament and the bUlk of reverent thought through the
Christian centuries.
By nO means all of today's theologianS are so fully
departed in their viev,S of Atonement from the older ortho-
More Objectjye View~
-
doxy as those whose theories we have scanned thus far.
Such names as thOse of Hodge, Shedd, and strong in America,
and Dale, Denney. and Forsyth in Britain, are l1n1(ed with
views that recognize and are bUilt upon many of the ideas
that found their first expression in Anselm. We shall
bring our studY to a close by a brief consideration of one
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theologian from each of these ~vo groupS - Dr. strong and
Dr. Forsyth. The former in manY respeets echoes Calvin,
although there are elemenos of originality in his vievi as
well. strong describes his view as the ethical theory. It
is a rigidly substitutionary view, holding to a two-fold
element in Christ's substitution; namely, " vicarioUS obed-
ience for righteousness, and vicarious punishment for sin.
This theory recognizes two kinds of substitution:
uncondi tional, which grants :rull and absolute deliverance
to those for wnom substitution is made; and conditional,
which grants deliverance only on ,the termS agreed upon be-
tween the one whO makes the substitution end the one who
accepts it. Christ's substitution was conditional, depen-
dent upon repentance ,and faith, with reference to personal
sins, and unconditional with reference to the guilt of the
Adamic sin atta.ched to the race.
There are three kinds of vicariouslY penal satis-
faction: identical, equal, and equivalent. Christ'. de'ath
was not identical becaUse the death of one could not be the
ssme as the death of manY; it VIaS not equal, because the
death of the entire race of finite beings would not be
equal to the death of the Infinite Being; it was equivalent,
because one infinite factor, Jesus Christ, is inconceivably
grea ter than all the finite factors making up the race of
Adem. Two questions. are considered which are regarded as
leading into the heart of the Atonement. The first is, what
------------------------------
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did the Atonement accomplish? The answer is three-fold,
it
satisfied the outraged holiness of God, avenged the violated
law of God, and by Its exhibition of God's love, furnished
man a motive for repentance from sin and faith towards
Christ. ~ne second question deals with the problem of how
Christ could justly die, and again, the three-fold answer
is: He took our flesh; He inherited our guilt; He bore our
penalty. The consequences of Adam'S sin to his race are
depravity, or corruption of hUMan nature; guilt, or obli-
gation to make satisfaction for sin thrOugh the holiness
and law of God; and penalty, or actual endurance of loss or
suffering as punishment for sin. Now Ghrist had nO depra-
vity; such passages as the one which speaks of His being
made sin for us whO knew no sinl must be understood to re-
fer to the fact that by taking our humanity He inherited
its guilt, in the sense defined. AS a consequence of His
thus inheriting our guilt, He justly bore our penalty.
strong differs from the majority of the older satis-
faction theories in asserting a universal Atonement. Pro-
vision is made in Ghrist's death for all mankind. But
only those are actuallY saved by it whO accept God's
gracious offer of salvation thrOUgh Ghrist. This involves
the convicting and regenerating work of the Holy spirit.
Hence, it is not the Atonement that is limited, but the
application of the Atonement bY the Holy Spirit to the
hearts of men.
1II Cor. 5:21
This theory, while well_reasoned in its presentation,
and making a real effort to resolve some of the diffi-
culties inherent in it, does not seem to be able to fUlly
avoid the problems of tbe older satisfaction viewS. One
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such question regardS the justice of God's punishing the
sinner for whom the penalty of hiS sins hes already been
paid by the suffering of Christ. A limited Atonement is
more ronsistent with this theory as a whole than the idea
of a universal Atonement. Of course manY other objections
may be raised to thiS theory from the viewpoint of the sub-
jective school. The idea that satisfactiOn and forgiveneSs
are mutuallY exclusive, or that not God bUt man only is in
need of reconciliatiOn, invalidates Dr. strong'
s
vieW.
And even from the viewpoint of others whO believe in an
objective Atonement, the question as to how God could
justlY punish the innocent for the guilty is not fully re-
solved bY the idea that Christ inherited our guilt.
Dr. ForSyth is perhaPS the outstanding theolOgian of
modern times from the standPoint of maintaining an orthodox
position while excluding from hiS theory many of the
features which are regarded bY modern thinkers as the most
objectionable. The great need of the daY, in hiS view, is
expressed in the wordS "back to the cross."l This means
not only back to the moral principle of sacrifice, but to
the religiOUS principle of e~iation as well. The faith
of the Church must e~erience a new and practicel grasp
1Thomas Whittaker (ed.), The Atonement in Modern
ReligioUS Though!, (New York: Bible House, 1902), p:-Sl
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of the revelation which deals with the central human situ-
ation _ the situation of sin and guilt. This revelation is
concentrated in an Atonement. The need of Atonement rests
not on a historic fall, but on the reality of present and
corpore,te guiltf!
From a negative viewpoint, Dr. Forsyth sets forth
those ideas which must be regarded as outgrown in the con-
struction of a sound doctrine of Atonement. The first such
idea is that God has to be reconciled. The satisfaction
made by Christ flowed from the grace of God, and did not
go to procure it. secondly, the idea that Redemption cost
the Father nothing must give place to a realization that the
Son could not suffer without the Father suffering, and that
a forgiveneSs which cost the forgiver nothJ.ng would be too
lacking in moral value ordignity to be worthY of holy love
or rich in spiritual effect. Thirdly, the idea that
Ohrist's suffering was an equivalent puniShment, or that
there can be an imputation as transfer of quantitative
merit, must be replaced bY our agreeing to see that what
fell upon Christ was the due judgment of sin, its condem-
nation. '/Iecannot renounce the idea of penalty, but must
be cautioUs in using the word, and must abandon any
thought that on the Cross Christ "was punished by the God
who was ever well pleased with His beloved son."l
Fourthly, we need to escape from the sentimental idea of
love which found no difficulty placed by the holy'l&W of
1P.T. Forsyth, The cruciality of the oros~, (London:
Hodder and stoughton Ltd., n.d•l, pp. 78-79
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God' s nature in His W 8Y of fargivene ss, end mus t ontgrow
the other extreme _ that forgiveness oost so muoh that it
was impossible to God till justioe was appeased and mercy
set free by the blood of Christ.
Fifthly, the idea must be left behind that the satis-
faotion of Ghrist waS made either to God's wounded honor or
primitive jUstice, and Viemust see that it was made by
obedience rather than by suffering. In the sixth place,
we can no longer separate Ghrist'S life of obedience from
His expiatory death. And finallY, the idea must be aban-
doned that expiation and forgiveness are mutuallY ex-
clusive.If we say that God, whO had a right to destroy each
sinner, offers pardon to those whO really own in theCross the kind (not the amount) of penalty which their
sin deserved, then the contradiction vanishes.
l
The positive ideas by whioh Dr. Forsyth's doctrine of
Atonement is set forth maY be expressed in four points.
First of all, Redemption is a part of Revelation. Reve-
lation is not revelation until it oomes home as such. The
first Revelation involved the creation of man to receive
it; thus Revelation end oreation were one aot. The second
and greater revela~on waS not mere illumination or im-
pression, but Redemption. Revealing waS remaking. Reve-
lation is properlY regarded as something done, not some-
thing showneSecondly, Atonement is a constituent of Redemption.
1
Thomas Whittaker (ed.), The Atonement in Modern
ReligiouS Tho~h~' (New york: Bible House, 1902), p.-72
_'f: .... ~,,·.·lt',"<IiIt_,'-;«:
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'J'hething from which we are to be redeemed is gullt. The
love of God can only be revealed to sinful men as atoning
love in some form of judgment, Salvation must be not from
judgmen t, but by judgment"
Christ did not simply pronounce judgment, but effected
it. And He gave it effect in His own person and ex-
perience. He bore the infinite judgment He pronounced •
•••As Judge of all the earth, as the Conscience of the
conscience, Christ is abSolute in His judgment, un-
sparing end final in His condemnation. But as the
second Adam and M", of men He attracts, accepts, end
absorbs in Himself His own holy jUdgment; and He bears,
in man and for man, the double crisis and agony of His
own two-edged vision of purity and guilt. He whose
purity haS the sole right to judge has by the same
purity the only power to feel and realize such judg-
ment. And His love made that power for Him a dUty.
And so He waS their saviOur•l .
In the third place, Atonement is as impossible for us
as it is necessary to holiness. It is substitutionary in
character; Christ not onlY represents God to man but man to
God. Representation apart from substitution implies a fore-
gone consent and election by the represented, which is not
Christ's .relation to humanity at all. The principle of a
vicarious Atonement is bound up with the very idea of reve-
lation, of love emerging into guilt. There is an atoning
substitution and a penal, but no penitential.
Finally, the suffering of Christ is to be regarded as
penal in the proper sense of the word. sin is punished by
suffering. Christ suffered because of the \Vorl
d
'
s
sin. The
punishment of sin fell on Him. Christ loved holiness as
much as He loved man, and
the willing penalty of the Holy One waS the onlY form
1Ibid. I p. 82
_ .I..
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in which wounded holiness could be honored, and love
be revealed as in earnest with sin. It was, moreover,
the onlY way in which penalty or law could produce its
fruit of repentance, and sO of reconciliation. Ex-
piation is the condition of reconciliation •••The suffer-
ing was penal in bha t it wss due in the moral order to
sin.lAs to what it was in the death of Christ which gave it
saving value in the sight of God, the answer is twofold: it
was a Divine satisfaction by virtue of its being the prac-
tical and adequate recognition of a broken law in a holy and
universal life; and its effect on men must bring them to a
repentance and reconciliation which was the one thing God re-
quired for restored communion and complete forgiveness.
The doctrine of Dr. Forsyth concerning the meaning and
necessity of Atonement is well summed up in his following
great sentence:Every remission imperils the sanctity of law unless he
who remits suffers something in the penalty foregone;
and such atoning suffering is essential to the reve-
lation of love which is to remain great, high, and
holy.2The preceding treatment of Dr. Forsyth's theory of
Atonement points to the conclusion that in hiS viev,we have
still such time-honored principles as satisfaction, sub-
stitution, and vicariouS suffering which is penal in nature,
but construed in a way that makes them more compatible with
moral and spiritual realities than the older representa-
tions of these ideas which are rejected. Whatever may be
felt as to its strength or weaknesses, it is a striking
illustration of the truth that basiC ideas are capable of
---------------------------------------.------------------------2 !_bi_9:., p. 88
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being dressed in new clothes, and that what is needed is
not for these ideaS to be discarded, but restated in the
thought-forms of a new generation.
ThuS we bring to a close tbis brief survey of what
men bave tbOUght concerning the death of Jesus Christ.
And by no means the least of the benefits from such a
study is the profound s-. of gratitude tbat the last vlOrd
on tbis sublime subject baS not yet been said. All the
theories leave an impression of inadequacY; not one of
tbem see!lJlto fully satisfy. It is still open to all whO
have been brOUgbt by the spirit of God into e saving
knowledge of Jesus Christ and a participation in the
benefits of HiS Atonement to diSCOver new truths and fUr-
nish further insights into this grand tbeme into which
the angels would fain inquiro.
. ( (. gs;;:;;:;:;qzv+iiii7
CHAPTER VI
SOME CONCLUSIONS
We have considered in the preceding pages some of the
outstanding thought of the ages upon the great theme of tIle
death of Jesus Christ. 1'Iehave seen hOW a few of the great
Christian thinkers have understood the significance of that
death and its relationship to the salvation of men. We
have endeavored, not by any means to cover the entire field
of thought upon the Atonement - for the volUmes that have
been written thereon are legion. It haS rather been our
purpose to consider some of the theories that may be re-
garded as typical, with many variations and modifications,
of three main types of views - the classiC or patristic
view; the objective view, of which Anselm'S theory of
satisfaction is the first great type; and the subjective
view, which, in SocinuS, regardS Christ's death chiefly as
an example, and in BUshnell, emphasizes the moral influ-
ence of the Atonement. we have given verY brief consider-
ation to a few modern theories which combine both objeC-
tive and subjective elements. It will not be out of order
to attempt to draw a few conclusions from our studies,
which appear to our own mind to be justified by the things
which we have considered. 'rhese conclusions are, and should
100 I
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be, subject to change; for to become static in thinking is
intellectual suicide. Nevertheless, to be without firm
convictions is no evidence of mental power. It is not the
inability to have, but the inability to change one's strong
beliefs, that is detrimental to growth.
One fact, which was stated in the introduction, is
borne out by the study of the theories of Atonement. That
fact is, that no one theory has ever been propounded that
has either contained all of the truth or has failed to con-
tain an element of truth. It is undoubtedlY one of the most
precious doctrines of the Christian Gospel that Jesus Christ
has in His death triumphed over man's greatest enemies. He
has taken the sting out of death for all whO trust in Him.
Therefore, the view that sees in the Atonement primarily a
victory of God over the powers of evil is based on a very
vital element of truth. The satisfaction theory. on the
other hand. finds a necessity for the death of Christ by
connecting it with a requirement of God. J~any Cln:'istian
theologians of course reject this idea; but, as we shal.l
attempt to shoW later in thiS discussion, to fail to recog-
nize this element in the Atonement is a definite defect in
the subjective theories. And whO can question the tre-
mendous effect of the cross in melting hardened hearts and
breaking down stubborn wills, in awakening a responsive
love deep in the soul of the one whO soes in the sacrifice
on Calvary the greatest expression of the self_sacrifiCing
love of God? It scarcely need be said that love to Jesus
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Christ has been the underlying, the great impelling motive
behind countle SS deeds of valor and e:xalllP
lesof unflinching
devotion 1D truth. The subjective element of the Atonement
can be seen in its outwor~ing in the lives of men, and
therein lies the reason for its strong appeal to those who
see~ to set forth the ultimate meaning in the death of
Christ in termS of its observable results. Therefore, Vie
have in the historiC theories of Atonement not a conflict
of truth with falsehOod, but truth viewed from different
aspects and paints of view. We might compare the variOUs
viewS to stones with which men are attempting to erect a
great structure: the structure of the truth concerning
the death of JesUs Christ. Eech stone needs the hemmer
and the chisel; its rough edges must be made smooth by the
cutting. process in order tba t it may fit perfectlY into
the finished structure. And that this great temple of
truth will ever be completed within the present historic
order is highly improbable.
Another fect, which is essential to a full under-
standing of the variOUS doctrines of the Atonement, is
that each theory is profoundlY influenced by the social
process. That is, Christian doctrines are in part lithe
projection of existing social institutions and prac-
tices •••IIl Shailer MatheWS has developed thiS idea at
great length in his boO~, xne Atonement and the social
Proce~. AlthOUgh it may be truthfullY said that this
1Shailer MathewS, The Atonement and the Social- -
~rocess, (New Yor~: The Macmillan company, 1930), p. 31
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principle seems to be given a decidedly exaggerated impor-
tance in this work, it nevertheless contains an element of
truth. An example of this may be seen in regard to the
Anselmic doctrine. As Dr. MatheWS pOints out,
Feudal practice found expression in the AnselmiCdoctrine of the Atonement, by which God is conceived
of as a feudal lord, having an honor which must be
satisfied before He is free to undertake the salvation
of men whom He wishes to take the place of the fallen
ange1s•lHe points out hOW not onlY Anselm's view, but every theory
of the meaning of the death of Christ is a reflection of
the total life _ political and economiC, as well as re-
ligiouS _ of the social grOUPS to which the Gospel came.
The greatest weaknesS in Mathews' thesis is that it places
the New Testament revelation on the seme plane with later
theories. The profound utterances of Paul, and the author
of Hebrews, are themselves only expressions of the meaning
of the death of Christ in terms of inherited patterns of
thought. Of course this idea is commonplace to those whO
will alloW no thOUgnt of the New Testament scriptures as
authoritative. tiutwith a certain cautiOUS restraint, the
study of the social life of developing civiliza~on can
make a valuable contribution to an understanding of some
of the conceptionS and emphases of the historiC theories
of Atonement.A third fact, which haS been previouslY stated but
nOW requireS rurther elaboration, is that Atonementtheodes
1Ibid., p. 19
~
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are defective in what they omit rather than in what they
assert. They bUild upon one element of truth, or upon one
phase of the New Testament teaching, and leave out of their
scheme equally .signifiCant facts which are essential to a
fully-rounded view. For example, the patristic view il-
lustrates the partial and fregmentary method of dealing
with the scripture passages bearing on the Atonement. It
emphasizes out of all due proportion those passages lIhich
represent the death of Christ under the figure of a ran-
som. 'l'hisransom must be paid to someone; and that some-
one cOIllesto be, in the thinking of manY of thO fathers,
the devil, whO becaUse of Adam'S sin heS a rightful claim
on men, so that he must be "bought off" in order for life
to be restored to them. S1Illilarly,Anselm's view, while
it connects the Atonement with a requirement of God, is
defective becaUse it falls to emphasize the inward and
vital aspects of Christ's atoning work. It is wrought out
in abstract termS of hOnor, justice, satisfaction, and
merit. It deals too exclusively in externals. further-
more, while the subjective theories, as we have observed,
contain valuable elements of truth, they provide for only
a amall fraction of the New Testament teaChing on the sub-
ject. OddlY enough, theY are void of the great elements
of power in the Gospel which have been the maVinS force in
Christianity from the beginning. The reason for this is
not hard to see. A. H. strong tells of a deeply convicted
sinner whO was told that God could cleanse his heart and
lI.-:=--- -
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make him over anew. He replied with righteous impatience:
"That is not .,hat I want; I have a debt to pay firstl"l
It is thiS sense of guilt thll-tmakes the objective view of
Atonement sO deeply vital in the faith of men. Theologians
may deny any validity to that sense of guilt; but this can-
not nullify the fact that countless numbers burdened with
so heavy a load of guilt that it nearly crushed them have
found peace in the assurance that Christ in His death
somehoW satisfied the claims of justice and put away the
sins of those who trust in Him. The failure to make ade-
quate provision for thiS deep-seated need is the greatest
defect of the subjective types of Atonement theories.
We come finallY to the consideration of so,""ele-
ments which we believe must be included in any sound view
of the Atonement. Such consideration certainlY cannot
aspire to the dignity of being'" nsidered the building of
a complete theorY; it is merelY the setting forth, as we
see it, of some of the stones which must be used in
erecting a structure that can stand the test.
The first element that must enter intO a sound
theory is the idea that there is something in God that
made the Atonement necessary. ThiS is denied by the sub-
jective theories. According to the varioUS moral influ-
ence views, the suffering of Christ is intended primarily
to be an exhibition of love intended to touch the human
heart. ThiS seems very unreal and dramatic. A father may
1
A.H. strong, §lstematic Theolog~, (Philadelphia:
The Judson Press, 1946), p. 732
It
be ba~ly bUrned in the effort to rescue his child who had
fallen into the fire. Such a deed would win the applause
of all. But would we not regard a father as actinS in a
very irrational manner who should call his child to the
fireside and then attempt to prove his love by thrusting
his hand into the flame?
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There is no real exhibition of love unlesS the suf-
fering through which love expresses itself was need-
fUl •••\{hen there is no need for love to express it-
self in suffering, is that wbich suffers love, or is
it folly?l
Dr. Macltintosh draws a picture of tWO friendS wateiling a
torrent roaring by in dangeroUS flood. The younger and
wealter man taltes a carelesS step, overbalances himself,
and is carried away bY the stre,,",;the other instantlY
plunges in after him and reCovers hiS friend before he has
been carried over the waterfall to certain death. But in
this heroiC deed the rescuer's strength is exhausted, and
when he is dravm out of the whirlpool, he is dead or dy-
ing. What else can the rescued one saY but, "He loved me
ment, how must the survivor'S heart be pierced by wbat has
happened' AOd hOW must his life be commanded henceforward
by gratitude and repentancel
But on the other band, had there been no necessity
for the dear dead friend to incur danger, what a diff
er
-
and gave himself for me?" J\ndif there had been estrange-
-----' ------------------------------
(
lRobert Macltintosh, Historic Theories of Atonemen~,London: Hodder and stougliton Ltd., 1920), pp. 1'7:18
ence it would malte' It is hard to imagine anything less
sane than for a friend to say to his fellow, "I love yOU
deeply' I must give yOU proof of it' J\nd therefore for
~.-.. -". '.- ....
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your sake 1 will risk everything by leaping into this dan-
gerouS torrent." And he says thiS while the other is
standing safely on the banld What ean the survivor think
of so wasted a sacrifice, but "He died for nothing?"
The element in the death of Christ which has trulY
supplied the "moral influence" that moves men to repentance
and a new life haS always been the conviction that by the
great deed on Calvary they have been delivered from a real
and genuine peril. They have believed that the Atonement
is connected in a vital way with the forgiveness of their
sins and the salvation that is theirs through Christ. They
have seen a necessity for Christ's death in the moral con-
stitution of man and in the nature of God. The moral in-
fluence theory denieS thiS. It is, like the Anselm
iC
view,
too abstract, converting the Atonement into a mere dramatic
spectacle and appeal, grounded in no great and fundamental
moral and spiritual necessities. It involves a suffering
and humiliation of Christ with no inherent and vital con-
nection with the end in view. It does not e~plain the
prayer and agony of GethSemane, nor the forsaken cryan the
cross. As Dre Mullins observes,
Unless there was more in His death then thiS theorY
supposes, Christ waS lesS heroiC in His death thansome of His followers have been, whO have gone singing
to the martyr'S stake. Early Christianity abounds in
such instances.l .
So it is impossible to find anY meaning in the death
of Christ that can fUlly satisfY the intellect, or that can
--------------------------------------
1The Christian ReH ion in its Doctrinal Expression,
(Philadelphia, The Judson press, 1948), p. 309 -
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make its most effective appeal to the heart, apart from the
idea that there waS a moral necessity involved that made
that death necessary. To tully define that necessity may
be impossible, and SOilleof the attempts that have been made
may be quite unsatisfactOr,r; but it may be boldly asserted
that something in the nature of God and the moral consti-
tution of His universe made the death of Jesus Christ
necessary.Another element that must enter into any sound view of
the Atonement is the truth that it was God's redemptive love
that was the motive behind the life and death of His son.
The older satisfaction theories failed to graSP this truth.
Briefly, in the thinking of /lnselm and those whO follow him,
the Divine attributes are at war with each other. One such
attribute is conceived of as holiness or righteousness or
justice. 'fbis attribute demands the death of the sinner.
who has violated the Divine majesty. But another attribute,
love, pleads for the forgiveness and restoration of God's
fallen creation. The death of Christ reconciles these at-
tributes and enables God to be both just and lovl.lll;in His
dealing with mankind. some forms of the satisfaction theory
even go sO far as to imply that the Atonement is the cause
rather than the result of God's love for the world. This is
a serious error. In the first place, it is false to think
of the Divine attributes as being detached; they are all
,qualities of the character and being of God. 'fbisbeing
true, it is impossible to intelligentlY conceive of any
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attitude or act of God as being either unjust or unloving.
It is probably the truest to the facts in the case to state
that it was righteous love that prompted the Atonemen't. It
is certainly a clear teaChing of the New Testament that God
does not love us because Christ died for us. bUt that Christ
died for us because God loves us.l The Son's death did not
purcha.se, but expressed, the :Bla.ther's love.
A third element in a sound theory of Atonement is a
recognition that it is the means by which forgiveness of
sins is bestowed. TheologianS may insist that it was not
necessary for Christ to die in order for men to be forgiven;
but their insistenCe cannot nullify two very obvious facts.
namely. that Christ did die, and that the New Testament
uniformly connects His death with the remission of sins.
In the wordS of Jesus, "This is my blood of the neVicove-
nant, which is poured out for many unto remission of sins.,,2
In the writings of Peter. "Ye were not redeemed with cor-
ruptible things ••••but with the precious blood of Christ.";>
According to Paul. in Christ "we have redemption through
His blood. the forgiveneSs of sins according to the riches
of His grace.,,4 The writer of Hebrews tells us that the
Son. who is the brightness of tha Father'S glory and the
elCP
ress
image of His person. "by Himself purged our sins.,,5
j\nd to John. Christ is the Lamb whO "has redeemed us to God
by (HiS) blood.II6 These passages. which could be multiplied
2Matt• 26:28
5Heb. 1:3
3I Pet. 1:18-19
1Rom. 5:8
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indefinitely, show conclusively that the idea that Christ's
death secured the remission or forgiveneSs of sins was the
universal belief of early Christians.
A fourth indispensable element in a well-rounded
theorY of Atonement is the insistenCe upon a vital inward
basis for the bestowal of the benefits of Christ's death up-
on the believer. As we have seen, the Anselmic view failed
to give due emphasis to this truth. It presented the idea
of the trBllsfer of merit from the Saviour to HiS "kindred
and brethren" in terms tbat \<ere entirely externnl. The
Scriptures consistently supply a safeguard against this
errol' by representing the faith of the one whO trusts in
Christ as resulting in an inward change which is no lesS
than revolutionary in its effect. ThiS radical change is
described as a "new birth" or a "birth from above."l It
is said of the one whO is "in Christ" that he is a "new
creation."Z paul saYs of hiS own experience that he has
been crucified with Christ, and that the resulting trans-
formation is SO complete that it is nO longer he who lives,
but Christ lives in him.5 There haS been a great deal of
discussion as to whether this testimony of the Apostle is
to be understood as referring to position or experience;
considered in the context of his life. it must be regarded
as having a reference to both. Now this vital inward as-
pect of the Christian's faith haS been expressed by theo-
logy as union with Christ. ThiS union is made real in the
1John 3:3
2II Cor. 5:17
3 .Gal. 2:20
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experience of regeneration, and its result in a growing
Christian life is called sanctification. The agent in
both is the Spirit of God. This is the barest possible
summary of the way in Which the theology expresses the in-
dispensable principle that the Christian salvation includes
not only the justification of the sinner who trusts in the
Saviour and Hi s fini shed work. but that vi tal union with
the living Ghrist thrOugh the indwelling Holy Spirit that
reproduces the life of Ghrist in the believer.
Fifthly, a correct view of the Atonement requires a
correct view of the Person of the Redeemer. It is one of
the most striking facts of history that althOugh there have
been many men who laid down their lives for others, there
has been only one Man whose death bas been regarded as of
such extraordinary value that countless thousands have
through it received the assurance of the blessing of pardon
and a hope of life eternal. What is the explanation of
this phenomenon? The answer is obvious. The death of
Jesus Ghrist haS unique value because He is in Himself
unique, bearing a relationship to the Eternal .,hich can be
claimed by no other. The realization tbat their Master
waS the prophesied Messiah seems to have dawned rather
slowly upon His disciples. Whether Peter made his great
confession at Caesarea Philippi as spokesman for the group
or as an expression merely of his own personal conviction
is not quite clear. But it is the Resurrection which was
uniformly regarded by the ApostoliC chUrch as furnishing
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the conclusive proof of the Messiahship of Jesus.. He was
"declared to be the Son of God wi tn powe r-, according to
the spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead."l
The New Testament reveals a progressive deepening of the
understanding of the first generation of Christians con-
cerning who the One in whom their faith was anchored really
was. The confession that "Jesus Christ is Lordu2 seems to
have been the earliest statement of the Christology of the
early church. Paul clearly recognizes His pre-existence
and His agency in creation.3 l~d in the Johannine writings
He is seen as the eternal Word made flesh - the idea from
which our word "Incarnation" is derived.4 And SOl to the
early church, the death of Cr~ist assumed so great a value
because they perceived bha t IIGodwas in Christ reconciling
the world unto Himself.1I5 Later attempts to explain the
two natures in Christl or to define the relationship be-
tween the human and the Divine" led to an unfortunate ob-
scuring of that 'which gave infinite value to the Atonement.
This may be seen in Anselm, who taught that Christ suffered
only in His human nature,6 and was forced by this position
to develop a complicated argument to show that Christ's
death was of sufficient value to make satisfaction for man's
sin. The true and sufficient explanation of the saving
1Rom. 1:4
4Jobn 1:14
2Rom. 10:9
5II Cor. 5:19
3001• 1:15-19
60ur Deus Homo? (London: Griffith Farran Okeden &
Welsh" n.d.) p. 13
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power of the Atonement is that He who hung on the cross was
God manifested in the flesh.l
A sixth element that is necessary if the Atonement is
to be successfully defended against the charge of being un-
ethical is a recognition of the relationship of Christ to
the race which He came to redeem. Opponents of an objeotive
Atonement often represent it as holding that the Saviour as
an innocent third party bears the sins of the guilty in
order that they may be released from punishment. This is a
thorough misrepresentation. Christ is not an "innocent
third person." He is in reality the Creator of the race.
When in Atonement He assumes its responsibility, it is a
part of the original responsibility involved in His creative
act. At the same time, He is one with the race through the
Incarnation. So it is that it is mankind's Creator who on
the cross became its Saviour, and who in order to redeem
the race became identified with it by partaking of our
humanity. ThiS admittedly does not relieve the subject of
all of its mystery, but it does answer the charge of im-
morality that is often brought against it.
A seventh element in an acceptable theory of Atone-
ment is the element of universality. The idea of a limited
Atonement, according to which Christ is regarded as having
made satisfaction for the sins of only the elect, held sway
almost without opposition until the Arminian revolt. Of
course it is quite consistent with the view that God has out
___.---
II Tim. 3:16
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of His own good pleasure elected a portion of mankind to
everlasting bliss and reprobated the remainder to eternal
damnation. It can be made to harmonize quite readily with
the God pictured by Augustine and Calvin; but it is im-
possible to harmonize with the God of the New Testament re-
vealed in the Person and work of Jesus Christ. This God's
love is inclusive of all mankind. He will have all men to
be saved.l He is not willing that any should perish.
2
And
He sent the Son to be the Saviour of the world•
3
All of
thiS involves the proposition that Christ died for all.
And it is only upon such a basis that the preacher of the
Gospel can make an appeal to all men everywhere to turn
from their sins and trust in the Saviour whose blood has
been shed for their redemption. If the Atonement was
actuallY made only for an elect groUP, it follows inevi-
tably that no provision has been made for the rest of man-
kind. We cannot say to everY man with full confidence,
"Christ died for you." This clouds the brightness with
which the love of God for His world shines forth in the
Soriptures. It introduoes a note of insincerity into the
offer of salvation to all upon the basis of the sacrifice
of Calvary. Such an offer can be fully valid only as it
presupposes an Atonement made for all men.
A final element essential to a full appreciation of
the significance of the Atonement is its nature as a two-
fold revelation: a revelation of the exceeding sinfulness
211 Pet. 3:9 31 John 4:14
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of sin" and the supreme manifestation of the Divine love
that redeems.. As to the first of these, it may be said
that nowhere is the wickedness of the unregenerate human
heart seen in all its ugly blackness so clearly as in that
scene on Golgotha's brow. If we may ponder the qm stion as
to why those men, many of whom were the religious leaders
of their day, who stood around the cross and mocked and
jeered at the One who hung there, had in their hearts such
a hatred for Him whose death they had at last been able to
bring about, the only possible answer must be that His
purity condemned their mean, hypocritical lives. He had
referred to them as whited sepulchres, outwardly clean but
inwardly £Ull of dead men's bones. They saw themselves in
the light of wha t He was; and the comparison aroused the
deepest animosity of which the human heart is capable.
Calvary reveals human nature at its worst. And dare we say
that there has been any change in these dayS of such mar-
vellous development along some lines? Can we be sure that
Christ would receive any different treatment were He to
come agaf.nto our generation as He did to that one in the
long ago?
But the cross reveals not only the sinfulness of
human hearts, but it reveals what sin costs God. It is a
legitimate paraphrase of the words of Paul that tlChrist
died for our sins" to say that "our sins nailed Christ to
the cross." There is a widespread sentimentality present
in our world today that regards forgiveness as something
~I
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cheap and easy, and feels that all that a man need do to
receive it is to S9.ytrItmsorry." A generation such as
ours which seems to have lost a sense of the terribleness
of sin needs to look to Calvary. Can the realization that
sin made necessary that which took place there fail to re-
veal to an honest mind something of the horror of this
great universal disease of the race?
As we have observed, the cross also is the revelation
of the matchless love of God. tlChristloved me and gave
Himself for me,tli is the glad confession of the persecutor
who had become an Apostle. It is at Calvary that "the
grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared unto all
men."2 The love of God had been revealed in what Christ
did in His ministry. It had been revealed in His gracious
words; in His marvellous deeds as He went about healing the
sick; in the compassion with which He was often moved by
the sight of the multitudes as sheep having no shepherd.
But the fullest possible revelation of redeeming love can
be seen only as He willingly went to the cross and freely
laid down His life for sinners. It can be seen in His cry,
"Father, forgive them; they know not what they do.,,3 It
can be seen in His 'words of pardon to the dying thief..4
We have said that sin nailed the Son of God to the cross.
This statement is only a half truth. It waS for love that
the Saviour diedo Sin demanded a price; and love willingly
IGal. 2:20 2Titus 2:11
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paid that price. This is the two-.fold revelation o.fthe
cr-o ss ,
And so we bring this discussion to a close with a
pro.found sense of how' inadequate it has been to fully
fathom the depth of the meaning o.f the death of the Son o.f
God. We have looked at several attempts by reverent minds
to set forth the rational explanation of the "why" and the
"how" of the Atonement", and have found these attempts only
partly successful. We have set forth some conclusions
which we believe to be valid; but these leave so much un-
said. And yet~ with all its matchless profoundness,the
Atonement may in reality be summed up in two brief senten-
ces: "The Son of God loved me and gave Himself for me; "I
and "We love Him" because He first loved US."2 On these
two mervellously simple statements rests the entire ex-
planation of the Atonement.
2I John 4:19
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